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The Prologue
Page 1, lines 1-2.
I pay homage to the exalted husband of the Goddess Lak~mi
[i.e. Vi~I_lu], who has the form of the husband of Gauri [i.e. Siva]
and the form of meaningful sound [sphota = brahman], whence
this whole universe evolves.
Notes. 1) sphotariipam: - Kaui_lda Bhatta, who belongs to the school of
vivartadvaita, holds that the universe is a vivarta [defmmation] of Siva
and Sabda-Brahma = sphota. He here equates Vi~I_lU, Siva and sabdaBrahma.
2) The commentators suggest an alternative analysis of srilak~mi
ramaiJa, viz. 'the husband of Sri (= Sarasvati) and of Lak~mi.' They
suggest an alternative also in the second half verse, viz. to take
sphotariipam as an adjective modifying jagat: "whence this world,
whose form is sphota, evolves." Compare the 1st verse of the
Viikyapadiya.
Page 1, lines 3-4.
I pray to [Vi~I_lu], who bestows all rewards, who is a raft for the
crossing of the ocean of worldly existence and who has the
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serpent Se~a for his ornament, that I may grasp the complete
sense [ofthe Mahabhafya composed] by Se~a [i.e. by Patafijali].
Note. Tradition holds that Patafijali was an incarnation of the serpent
Se~a. Ramabhadra, in his Pataiijalicarita [Kavyamala 51] records the
legend that Go:J!ika, the daughter of a sage, made offerings to the sun
god, praying for a son. Se~a, the wise lord of serpents, then appeared
in her hands. The serpent child prayed to Siva to enable him to w1ite
the Bhafya on the Viirtikas of Katyayana, which wish was granted.
Page 1, lines 5-6.
For success [in my undertaking] I pay homage to my paternal
uncle Bhattoji Dik~ita, on the tip of whose tongue the goddess of
the speech ever dances in joy.
Note. Narinarti Intensive 3rd person singular of n[f.. This verse is not
found in all published texts and may be a later addition.
Page 1, lines 7-8.
Having bowed down to the lotus-like feet of Ga:J!eSa,to my
teachers and to the goddess of leaming, I, master Kau:J!qa Bhaga
compose the VaiyakaraiJabhii~aiJa [an omament for grammarians].
Note. This verse is absent from many texts.
Page 1, line 9-12.
Having bowed down to the sages beginning with Pii:J!ini; to my
father, Rangoji Bhaga, who assumed the nature of the goddess of
leaming in male f01m in order to remove the darkness of dualism;
and to the lord Ga:J!esa; I set f01th with reasoned arguments the
doctrines [of grammar], which have been criticized by
commentators of the Nyaya and Mimiirpsa schools, and in turn I
ciiticize their criticism.
Page 1, lines 13-14.
[The author of the verse] having composed an auspicious verse,
in which he calls to mind the serpent god, for the removal of
obstacles in what he wishes to unde1take, and having written it
down in order to instruct his pupils [by furnishing them an
example], now introduces the matter which he intends to
undertake.
Page 1, lines 15-16; page 2, lines 1-2.
l.The Sabdakaustubha is drawn from the ocean of the Bhafya
composed by the serpent god [i.e. by Patafijali]. The topics which
have been thoroughly discussed there are here briefly recorded.
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"Drawn out etc.": Supply the words "by me." "The Sabdakaustubha is drawn from the ocean of the Bha~ya": This is to
dispel the notion that the topics recorded in the Sabdakaustubha
have been invented by men of the present day. Otherwise, this
book [the Vaiyakarap.asiddhantakarikiij being based on that [the
Sabdakaustubha] would be merely an abridgement of inventions
of men of the present day and accordingly would be unacceptable
to the followers of the school of Papini. "Which have been
thoroughly discussed there": This is to indicate that those who care
to know more than what is furnished here should refer to the
Sabdakaustu bha.
Page 2, line 3.
Now [the author of the verse] proceeds to establish [what he
declared in his opening statement].
Page 2, lines 4-5.
2. A verbal root is said to denote a result and an activity; tin to
denote the substratum thereof. The activity is predominant [i.e.
qualificand] with respect to the r((sult. That which is denoted by
tin stands as qualifier.
Notes. 'A verbal root' means bhii (be), gam (go), pac (cook) etc.
These words denote a result and an activity. By this opening statement
Kaul)<;ia Bhana puts forth a theory which is basic to his work and to that
of Bhattoji Dik~ita and which was denied by Nage8a Bhaga. Cf.
Excursus 1. Result and activity are denoted separately, but in this
denotation the activity predominates syntactically over the result. What
is meant here by 'predominates' is syntactic predominance
(sabdapradhanya) and not physical predominance [arthapriidhanya].
The difference may be shown by the sentence riijapuru~am iinaya :
'Bring the king's man'. Positionally the king predominates over his
officers and servants, but syntactically in the phrase rajapuru~am the
element 'man' predominates over the element 'king'. It is the element
'man' with which the verb anaya is construed. If the element 'king'
were syntactically predominant the sentence would mean that the king
was to be brought. Further, according to Kaul)<;ia Bhatta the relation
between activity and result is a producer-produced relation (janyajanaka-bhava), for the activity produces the result.
The term tin is a pratyiihiira or fmmula. It means all the symbols
from tip to mahin (listed by Pap. 3.4.78). These symbols in turn mean
one of the personal endings of the finite verb. Hence, the statement 'tin
denotes the substratum' means 'the personal endings of a finite verb
denote the substratum (of the activity or result denoted by the verbal
3
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root).' The substratum will be either the agent of the activity or the
object in which the result appears. In the active the substratum will be
the agent, in the passive the object. This is in accordance with Piil}..
3.4.39 and in opposition to the theories of the Nyaya and Mi:marp.sa;
see Introduction. Thus, according to Kam.1qa Bhatta tin denotes agent or
object. It will be shown later that tin also denotes number and time.
All these denotations of tin are qualifiers (viSe$a~a) directly or
indirectly of the activity and result denoted by the verbal root.
To make KauJ)qa Bhatta's meaning quite clear we give the semantic
paraphrase of the sentence Maitro griimarp gacchati : 'Maitra goes to
the village' according to KauJ)qa Bhaga's doctrine:
Ekatviivacchinna-Maitriibhinna-kartrko vartamiinakiiliko griimiibhinnakarmani$tho yap sarpyogas tad-anukiilo vyiipiirah: "An activity of
the present time, of which the agent is limited by singularity and is
identical with Maitra, which activity is favourable to (a result, namely)
a conjunction residing in an object which is identical with the village."
The passive sentence griimo Maitre~a gamyate: "the village is gone
to by Maitra," according to BhaHoji and KauJ)qa Bhatta would be given
precisely the same semantic paraphrase as that above.
Excursus 1. Page 2, lines 4-5.
Nagesa does not agree with the theory put forth by Bhattoji and
KauJ)qa Bhaga according to which a single verbal root has two
denotations, activity ( vyiipiira) and result (phala), these
denotations being presented separately. Nagda argues in his
Laghumaiijii$ii (page 543) that if the meaning result and action
were separately denoted by the root they would obtain separate
semantic status, that is to say, it would be possible to express
them in a subject-predicate relation (uddesya-vidheyabhiiva). This
is not the case of the meaning result and action.
According to Nagesa a single verbal root has a single denotation
at a time. Only at a different time, that is, in a different
construction, may its denotation change. In an active construction
the root denotes phaliivacchinnavyiipiirap: "activity limited (i.e.
considered insofar as it leads to) a result," in the passive a root
denotes vyiipiiriivacchinnaphalam: "a result limited (i.e.
considered insofar as it derives from) activity." This theory of
Nagesa presents action as predominant in the active and result as
predominant in the passive. Nagesa probably borrowed the theory
from the Nyaya as suggested in the section of Nyaya in the
Introduction.
KauJ)q.a Bhatta and Nagesa are nearly in agreement when
paraphrasing an active sentence. [Cf. notes on the 2nd verse.] But
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in paraphrasing a passive sentence they differ. According to
KauJ?.c.la Bhaga passive sentences may be paraphrased with
precisely the same words as active. [Cf. notes on 2nd verse].
According to Nagesa the active and passive constructions give
different paraphrases. This will be clear from the following
example.
Maitro griimarp gacchati: "Maitra goes to the village." Nagesa
paraphrases: Maitrakartrko griimani.~thasarpyogiivacchimw vyiipiirap_: "an activity of which Maitra is the agent, limited by [=
considered insofar as it leads to a result, viz.] conjunction [a
quality] residing in the village."
Maitrel}a griimo gamyate:"The village is gone to by Maitra."
Nagesa paraphreses: Maitrakartrkavyiipiiriivacchinno griimani~thaP- sarpyogap_. "A conjunction (a result, quality) which resides
in the village and is limited by [=considered insofar as it derives
from] an activity of which Maitra is the agent."
According to Nagasa the difference of meaning between the
passive and active is not dependent on syntax but is the result of
morphology. To use in modern linguistic terminology each root
constitutes two morphemes, each presenting its particular meaning
in a pruticular environment. This goes against the modern method
of linguistic analysis according to which the postulation of two
morphemes is inappropriate when the difference in meaning can
be accounted for by the difference of distributional environment.
According to KauJ;~.c_la Bhaga and Bhagoji Dik~ita a single verbal
root has two separate denotations: activity and result. Of these,
activity stands predominant in the passive as well as in the active.
Nagesa feels it is absurd to accept two sepru·ate meanings because
these meanings are always presented together and never the one
without the other.
There is one advantage in accepting two separate donotations of
the root. In such sentences as stokmp pacati: "He cooks a little
bit," the meaning stoka must be construed with result, the
intention being that the cook so acts as to produce a small amount
of softening in the rice, not that the cook engaged in a small
amount of activity. Now, if the root denotes any one meaning, viz.
phaliivacchinnavyiipiirap_: 'activity limited by result,' it becomes
impossible to construe the meaning stoka (a little bit) with the
meaning result viklitti, because we have the semantic law that the
meaning of one unit is construed with the whole meaning or
predominant meaning denoted by another unit and not with the
subordinate meaning.
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Page 2, line 6.
Here the word dhiituh. is to be construed with a word smrtal1
. .
which is obtained by changing the plural smrtii~ to the singular.
Note. The literal fmm of the sentence was "verbal root [and] tin
suffixes are said [smrta~] to denote .... " The logical resolution of
this complex form is "verbal root is said [smrta~] to denote ... and
tin suffixes are said (smrtiih) to denote."
Page 2, line 6.
The result is the becoming soft [of the food] etc.
Note. By this statement Kau~<;Ia Bhaga indicates that he is using the
word result (phala) in a technical sense. Of the two senses in which
grammarians use the word phala, the 'popular' sense is 'chief aim or
purpose.' Such a sense is implied by Pa~ini's rule 'svaritaiiita~
kartrabhipriiye kriyiiphale [1.3.72]. Thus, when a man cooks, the
pradhiinaphala or chief aim is the ultimate appeasement of hunger.
When he perfmms a sacrifice the chief aim is the attainment etc. The
cook and priest may earn money by cooking and sacrificing
respectively, but this is not the chief aim, in the popular sense, of the
activities in which they engage. This popular sense of the word phala is
defined by Bhattrhari as follows.
Yasyiirthasya prasidhyartham iirabhyante paciidaya~
tat pradhiinarp. phalarp te$iirp. na liibhiidiprayoJanam
"When [an action] such as cooking etc. is undertaken for the purpose of
gaining a given goal, that goal and not the purpose of gaining money is
the chief aim of that action." If the phala of cooking is to be regarded
not as the appeasement of hunger but as the becoming soft of the
grains of rice etc., we cannot take phala in its 'popular sense.' Thus,
by this statement Kau~<;Ia Bha!ta indicates that he is using phala in its
technical sense.
Technically, the word phala means the single effect of an action
(kriyii), produced by the various activities (vyiipiira) conveyed by the
root. For example the root pac denotes any of the activities which go to
make up the action of cooking, e.g. setting fire under the pot, fanning
the fire, putting rice in the pot, etc. Here we see that all these activities
result in a single effect. Although some of them are more removed
than others, still, each is essential for the production of ultimate effect.
Thus the word phala technically means the single effect of an action,
produced by the various activities of which the action consists.
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Page 2, lines 6-7.
Activity ( vyiipiira) is that sort of action (kriyii), another name
for which is productive operation ( bhiivanii); which is called to be
effected (siidhya).
Notes. Having described result (phala) in the previous line Kam;u;la
Bhatta now comes to the crucial and difficult problem of defining
activity. "Activity ( vyiipiira) is that smt of action (kriyii) which is called
to be effected." The word siidhya means literally to be effected; siddha
means effected. But Bhartrhari used these words, as in the verse which
KauJ!qa Bhaga quotes below, without reference to distinction of past
and future time. For Bhartrhari siidhyakriyii meant durative action. It is
by these tetms that he distinguished verbs from nouns. Pacati, 'he
cooks' gives us a notion of some thing in process, something that
requires duration. The same is true of apiik!fil, 'he cooked.' On the
other hand, piikap., 'a cooking' refers to a non-durative, frozen fact.
This distinction of Bhartrhari' s is either misunderstood or disapproved
by KauJ!qa Bhaga. To KauJ!qa Bhatta the distinction between pacati and
piika!J. is that the first expression is complete in itself whereas the
second contains as expectation (iikiink!fii) of something else. Hence,
KauJ!qa Bhaga is forced into the awkward step of saying that
siidhyakriyii lit, 'to be effected action,' is action which is complete in
itself whereas siddhakriyii, lit, 'effected action,' is action which
requires something further. Since the old terminology has become
awkward he prefers the term vyiipiira. By vyiipiira (activity) he
understands that which is complete in itself. See further, Introduction.
'Another name for which is productive operation (bhiivanii)': KauJ!qa
Bhaga here equates activity with the M1ma£!1sa term bhiivanii (lit. 'a
bringing into being'). This equation arises more easily from the fact
that the causative of the root bhu (to become) is identical in meaning
with the simplex [non-causative] of the root kr (to do, make). 'He
brings the pot into being' (gha!a:rp bhiivayat1) and 'he makes the pot'
(gha!a:rp karot1) are synonymous statements.
The point of the equation will appear later in arguments with the
Mima£!1sakas. The Mima£!1sakas claim that productive operation
( bhiivanii) is denoted by the tin suffixes. KauJ!qa Bhaga, having laid
the ground by showing that productive operation (bhavana) is identical
with activity (vyiipiira) and that activity is denoted solely by the verbal
root, will argue that productive operation ( bhiivanii) cannot be denoted
by the tin suffixes.
Page 2, lines 8-16.
And this is stated in the Viikyapadiya. Whether effected (i.e.
past) or not effected (i.e. future) it is termed to-be-effected (i.e.
7
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durative); (and) it is termed action (kriyii) insofar as it takes the
forms of a series of constituent pmts.
One cannot object that there is no evidence for calling [action] to
be effected, for the evidence is at hand in such (pairs of words) as
he cooks I cooking [pacati I paka?I], he makes I making [karoti I
Jq-ti?I], where, although there is no distinction in our apprehension
of the denotation of the verbal root we see that there is
expectancy (akiirik~ii) of another action (in the latter of each pair)
and no such expectancy of another action (in the fmmer of each
pair). And to be effected means having such a nature as in no
case gives rise to expectancy of a further action. Having such a
nature means being that which is not substantive. It is in this sense
that one should interpret the following sentence of the
Vakyapadiya : "[To-be-effected action is] that which is not a
substance and that which is in process of happening; it is denoted
by words [ending] in the tin suffixes [i.e. by verbs]."
And this activity is denoted (by the verbal root pac 'to cook') in
such fotms as blowing (on the fire), setting (the fire) below the
pot, effmt [volition] etc., for it is obvious that when the verb pacati
(he cooks) is used we experience a notion characterized in one or
another of these ways.
Note. Notice the terminology. We may say that the knowledge or
notion Uiiana, bodha etc.) 'he cooks' has as its qualifier (prakara) its
own content viz. the action of cooking, which may be understood as
limited to any of the above fmms.
Page 2, lines 16-17.
This does not imply that a verbal root has many meanings, for it
is the particulm· intention (of the speaker) that determines what
limits there are to the root's area of denotation (in each instance);
just as in the case of the pronoun tad etc.
Notes: The verbal root pac (to cook) does not have many denotations.
According to Kau~<;ta Bhaga it has only two denotations, which the
hearer combines into a unitary compound, namely, 'an activity
favourable to the result, namely the becoming soft of food.' However,
there are many activities which fit this denotation; e.g. blowing the
fire, fanning it, setting the fire under the pot, putting the rice in the pot
etc. The characteristics peculiar to each of these activities, viz. the
characteristic of blowing the fire [phiitkiiratva, literally blowing-ness]
etc.may be termed limiting properties [avacchedaka-dhannap] of the
denotedness [ sakyatii], i.e. area of denotation, described by the root.
[For the use of such abstracts and the manner in which they m·e said to
be limited see Ingalls, Material for the Study of Navya-Nyaya Logic,
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page 44] In one instance the word pacati ['he or it cooks'] will refer to
no other activity than the cook's blowing on the fire. In another
instance it will refer to no other activity than the fuel's activity by
combustion of heating the pot. Thus we may at one time say paktii
pacati: 'the cook cooks,' and at another time say kii~thiini pacanti: 'the
fuel cooks.' The meaning of pac is not multiple, but its area of
denotations is limited by different properties in difierent instances. The
criterion for detetmining just which limiting properties are in play in a
given instance is the speaker's intention. In one case he wishes to
emphasize one sub-type of action, in another another. And context etc.
enable the hearer to apprehend the limited action, that is, the specific
activity which is intended.
Kau:.;t~a Bhatta furnishes an analogy by saying "just as in the case of
the pronouns tad etc." When one uses the pronoun tad ('it, that') one
may be referring to anything in the world. But this does not mean that
tad has an infinite number of denotations. It has only one denotation
which may be limited in an infinite number of ways by the speaker's
intention.
Page 2, lines 17-20.
And singleness of action is also maintained through the
singleness of the particular intention of the speaker which limits
[the area of denotation]. And it is said in the Vakyapadiya:
"A group, composed of subordinate pruts [viz. activities] which
come into being successively, when imagined by the mind as a
unit, istetmed an action."
Notes. According to Bhartrhari the word kriyii [action] means a process
of happening, composed of vruious activities which occur in succession.
These activities are momentary in nature and cannot co-exist. Now, the
question arises how these parts, the successive activities, can form an
idea of a whole [i.e. a single action] when they do not co-exist.
Bhartrhari 's answer is that parts occurring at different moments are
mentally unified because they lead to a single effort. It is the group of
these activities occmTing in different moments when imagined by the
mind as a unit that he terms an action. Thus, Bhartrhari 's phrase
buddhyii prakalpitiibhed~ means 'a unity imagined by the mind.'
On the other hand, what Kau:.;t~a Bhaga means by his phrase
avacchedaka-buddhiviSe~aikya something very different. Kau:r;t~a
Bhaga' s understanding is that the root pac denotes in general any
activity which leads to the result, namely, the becoming soft of food.
In different instances the root pac refers to specific activities such as
blowing, setting the fire etc. These specific activities are limited by
various properties such that one may speak of them as phiit9
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karatvavacchinnavyapara, adhap.santapanatvavacchinnavyapara etc.
But this choice of properties is limited to a single property by the
particular intention of the speaker (avacchedakabuddhivise$a). In one
instance, the root pac means blowing on the fire because that is what is
intended by the speaker. In another instance the root pac denotes the
activity of setting the fire under the pot, because that is what is
intended in that particular instance by the speaker. Thus, what Kau~qa
Bhaga conceives of is a singleness of denotation imposed by the
speaker's intention, where Bhartrhari had conceived of a unity
superimposed by the imagination upon an actual multiplicity.
Page 2, lines 21-24.
Having expounded the meaning of verbal roots, the author takes
up the meaning of tin suffixes. "Tin is said to denote the
substratum etc.": The meaning is, the substratum of the result and
the substratum of the activity. The substratum of the result is the
object, the substratum of the activity is the agent. Since the result
and activity are apprehensible from the verbal root, the tin
suffixes have no denotative power in this area, [these meanings]
being apprehensible from something else. The property which
limits the denotedness [to a tin suffix, i.e. which limits the area of
denotation of a tin suffix] is the property of being a substratum.
That this property appears in specific forms as this or that
[particular] property [e.g. objecthood, agenthood] will be
explained in the section on the meaning of case tetminations.
Notes. "For these meanings are obtainable from something else." This
is the general statement of the reason after the patticular statement
phalavyapiirayor dhatulabhyatvat, Kau~qa Bhatta's phrase anyalabhyatvat indicates his adherence to the Mi:marp.sa maxim ananyalabhyap. sabdarthap. which states that the meaning of a word is
exclusive, that is, is obtainable from nothing else.
For further explanation of this passage see Excursus 2 (page 2, lines
21-24).
Excursus 2. Page 2, lines 21-24.
"The property which limits etc." This passage is intended to
forestall a Nyaya objection. According to the Nyaya the
denotation of the tin suffixes is lq"ti (exertion i.e. the acting of the
agent). The nature of this exertion [acting] differs, of course,
according to differences of agent and action, so for the sake of
simplicity the Naiyayikas have recourse to a limiting property of
the denoted area of tin. This property is called krtitvam
exertionhood (actingness), and this property is one, not multiple.
10
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To put the matter in non-technical te1ms, the Naiyayika says that
a tin suffix has various specific denotations in the various specific
instances of its use, but these meanings all fall within the limit of
some sort of exertion [acting]. In technical terms the (indivisible
abstract property) actingness (krtitvam) resides by samavaya
sambandha (inherence) in every denotation (viz. krti: exertion,
acting) of a tin suffix. So to a single type of morpheme (i.e. tin
suffixes) the Nyaya attaches a single area of meaning. This is
simple and neat.
Now, the grammarians may be supposed to proceed along the
same lines. They claim that tin denotes agent (kartii) and object
(karma). The limiting properties of the sakyata of tin will
therefore be agentness (kartrtvam) and abjectness (karmatvam).
But kartrtvam is a peculiar sort of abstract that leads to
difficulties. If we analyze kartrtvam logically, we find that it
means 'the property which is present in all agents and present in
no other entity.' This property is nothing else than the acting of
the agent (k[tl). And as we have already said, there are many
different actings depending on differences of agent etc. The use of
kartrtvam as sakyatavacchedaka, unlike the use of Jq-titvam,
accomplishes nothing, for it leaves us as far from unity as we
were in the first place, that is, as we were when faced with the
multiplicity of specific meanings.
One may note that this sort of objection is very common in
Navya Nyaya. Abstracts in °tvam and 0 ta often denote indivisible
properties Uati or akhaJ;uJ.hopadhi), but not always. When these
abstract suffixes are appended to possessive suffixes (-in etc.) or
to agent-suffixes (-tr etc.) the result never denotes an indivisible
property. Cf. the objections to dal}gitvam. Sidh.Mukt, pp. 66-67
and Materials for the Study of Navya-Nyaya Logic, pp. 44-47.
It is to forestall this objection that Kam;l(}.a Bhaga claims that the
sakyatavacchedaka of tin is the property of being a substratum
(asrayatvam). Such a property is indivisible and resides in all
denotations of tin (object or agent) which vary the general area,
just as the denotations of the verbal root 'to cook' vary within the
general area of 'action favourable to the becoming soft of food.'
Thus, Kaul).qa Bhaga's theory is as simple and neat as the
Naiyayikas.
It is worth nothing that Nagesa Bhaga (Laghumaiijii$8, pp.
730-731) rejects Kaul).qa Bhaga's theory, for the immediate
denotation of tin, he says, is never substratum, but always agent
or object. Nagesa takes the bold step of saying that simplicity is
no virtue unless it accords with the facts.
11
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Page 2, lines 24-25.
[Objection] But what proof is there that these [viz. agent and
object] are the meaning of tin, for we can explain the
apprehension [of agent and object] by indication (the secondary
function of a word), by implication or from the word with
nominative case-ending?
Notes. This is a Mimfup.sa objection. No one denies that when we hear
the sentence "Maitra walks to the village" we have an apprehension of
agent. But this is not sufficient proof that agent is the denotation of the
tin suffix. We could come by this apprehension in any of several other
ways. We might suppose that tin indicates agent rather than denotes it.
The secondary function (indicative) of a word comes into play when
the primary function [abhidhasakt1] is obstructed [badhita]. E.g. when
we hear the phrase garigayarp gho~a.p --- a village on the Ganges, the
primary function of the word ganga by which this word gives us the
notion of a pmticular holy river, is obstructed by consideration that if
the village were actually on the Ganges the inhabitants would drown.
Accordingly, the secondary function of the word Ganges comes into
play, by which the word points to an object closely associated with the
denoted meaning, in this case to the bank of the river. So also the
Mimarp.saka argues, in the sentence Maitro griimam gacchati, the tin
suffix 'ti' may indicate rather than denote agent, agent being a
meaning closely associated with denoted meaning productive operation.
However it will be hard to show that the denotative function of tin is
obstructed in this sentence, because we do not give up the primary
meaning 'productive operation' as in the case of ganga, so the
Mimfup.saka adds other possibilities.
The Mimfup.saka now proposes that tin neither denotes nor indicates
agent. It denotes only productive operation (bhavanii). But since
operation is inconceivable without an operator, we may say that agent
is implied. Finally the Mimarp.saka suggests that the notion of agent
can be furnished in this sentence not by the verb at all but by the word
Mitra~ which ends in the nominative suffix. To these objections the
grammarian now replies.
Pages 3, lines 1-3.
To this we answer. Our proof lies in the siitra la.p kannm;.zi ca
bhave ciikarmakebhya.p. In this rule, on the basis of the [particle]
ca (and), the word kartari is supplied from the preceding siitra
kartari lqt.
Notes. Ja.p karmapi ca bhave ciikarmakebliya.p (Pap. 3.4.69). "The ]suffixes are used in the sense of object and [agent and] after [the roots
of] intransitive verbs in the sense of impersonal action and [agent]. In
12
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both cases where 'agent' is placed within brackets it is supplied from
3.4.67: karlari k[t: "a lqt suffix is used in the sense of agent."
The term ]-suffix (J) is a formula representing all the ten symbols
lat, lit, Jut etc. ... of these symbols each stands for the finite verb
suffixes of one of the ten tenses and moods of Sanskrit; e.g. 1at for
present indicative suffixes, lit for perfect indicative suffixes etc.
The question now arises why a rule which concerns the sense of 1
suffixes should be proof of the denotation of tin suffixes. Kau~qa
Bhatta explains as follows:
Pa~

Page 3, lines 3-5.
The ]-suffixes are prescribed by this siitra in the sense of object
and agent only on the assumption (praka1pya) that the denotative
power of the suffixes tip etc., which [power] takes the forms of
denoting [agent and object], belongs to the 1- suffixes which are
invented [kalpila] as their prototypes (sthanin). In just the same
way, [the prototypes] sas etc. are prescribed [in the sense of
object, instrument etc.] by making use of the powers denotative of
object, instrument etc., which actually reside in the substitute
fmms -n and -h.
Notes. In other words, the siitra concerning 1- suffixes is possible only
because the denotations agent and object belong to the tin suffixes. The
denotation of an ]-suffix is really a fiction. To explain when a man
hears the sentence gram am gacchati (he walks to the village) or
graman agacchat (he walked to the village), the verbal suffix ti and t
carry a real denotation, that is, they actually produce a certain
apprehension in the hearer's mind. Now, grammarians find it
convenient to give a single name to the finite verb suffixes of moods
and tenses. Thus, all finite verb suffixes are symbolized by J. This
symbol 1 is called a prototype (sthanin) and the actual finite verb
suffixes mi, si, ti, etc. are called substitutes (ades~) of the prototype.
But one must remember that the prototype is a grammatical fiction. It
is always replaced. It follows that it is also a fiction, though a very
useful one, to say that the prototype has a denotation. This fiction
which is found in works of grammar, is possible only because of the
reality of denotative power in the substitute suffixes mi, si, ti, etc.
In the word deviin (ace. pl. of deva) -n denotes the object, and in the
word devaih (instr. pl. of deva) --[1 denotes the instrument. But sas is
the prototype of this -n and bhis is the prototype of this -.p. Hence, the
useful grammatical fiction that sas denotes object and bhis denotes
agent.
deva + sas = deva + as = devas = deviin
deva + bhis = deva + ais = devais = devai-[1
13
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Page 3, lines 5-7.
It cannot be argued that the words 'agent' and 'object' (in
Pal)ini 's sutra 3.4.69) actually mean 'agent-ness' and 'objectness', whereby the rule would mean that 1- suffixes denote agentness (kartrtva) that is to say, acting (lqti, effort = volition,
bhavanii) and object-ness (karmatva), that is to say, result
(phala). Because result and activity are apprehensible from the
verbal root, and hence it is improper to assume a denotative power
directed to the same and in the 1- suffixes.
Notes. This refutes an objection raised by the Nyaya. Let us admit that
Pal)ini is an authority, they may say, but he requires interpretation.
What he really meant by kartr and karma was kartrtva and karmatva.
Now, kartrtva = krti [for that which is common to all agents is their
acting, see Excursus 2 on p. lOft]. In the same way, the property that
is common to all karmas, one may argue, is result. Kaul)<;ia Bhaga
answers this false interpretation by the maxim ananyalabhyap
sabdartha.!J (see notes on page 2, lines 21-24).
Page 3, lines 7-9.
But if it is said that according to another system [the Mi:miirp.sa]
activity is not denoted by the verbal root and may therefore very
well be prescribed [as the meaning of the tin suffixes], we reply
that in that case the meanings of agent and object will not do for
the lqt - suffixes either.
Notes. E.g. the word pakta, which ends in the lqt suffix trc, will have
to mean the activity of cooking, whereas everyone knows that it means
a cook.
Page 3, lines 9-10.
The rules kartari Jqt [3.4.67] and la.!J karma!Ji ca [3.4.69] are
entirely parallel [as far as the denotation of the suffixes is
concerned].
Notes. See notes on page 3, lines 1-3. If the unwritten word kartari,
supplied in the rule lap karma!li [3.4.69], is to denote effort or activity,
then the same word kartari expressly used in the rule kartari krt must
bear the same denotation.
Page 3, lines 10-11.
Furthermore, let the Mi:marp.sakas allow [the tin suffixes] to
denote agent just like the Jqt suffixes, and let them not allow [the
tin suffixes] to denote productive operation. Since productive
operation could be understood by implication just as the
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Mimaq~sakas claim it is from the Jcrt suffixes, there is no need to
have it directly denoted.
Notes. According to the Mimaq~sakas the verbal root denotes only
result, the tiri suffixes denote productive operation and imply agent,
and the Jcrt suffixes denote agent and imply productive operation. The
grammarians object that it is wrong to have x imply yin one case and
y imply x in the other. It is easier, they say, to have both tiri and kJ1
suffixes denote agent, which in tum may imply productive operation.

Page 3, lines 11-13.
If the Mimaq~saka objects that at this rate there can be no
predominance [of the meaning productive operation], he is wrong,
for there could very well be [such predominance] just as there is
predominance of the meaning 'individual' [over the meaning class
character, even though it is only] implied, in such sentences as
"Bring the pot."
Notes. By 'predominance' is here meant syntactic predominance
[siibda-priidhiinya]; (cf. notes on page 2, lines 4-5). According to the
Mimaq~sa system the chief qualificand in every sentence is productive
operation (bhiivanii), for this is the fulcrum, so to speak, upon which
all the other meanings, agent, result etc. bear. When the grammarian
suggests that productive operation be merely implied, not directly
denoted, by the tiri suffixes, the Mimaq~saka objects that in case
productive operation would not be predominant. That which is implied
(iik~iptiirtha) never predominates, never even enters into the semantic
paraphrase [siibdabodha]. For example, the sentence "Fat Devadatta
eats nothing by day," pino devadatto divii na bhurikte implies that
Devadatta eats at night, but this meaning is not syntactically
predominant nor does it enter into the semantic paraphrase of the
sentence.
The grammarian answers the objection of the Mim~sa by pointing
to a case where implied meaning does predominate even according to
Mim~sa theory. In the sentence, "Bring the pot," ghatam iinaya, the
direct denotation of the word pot is the generic character common to all
pots (gha{atva), not the individual pot. And yet the syntactically
predominant element in the meaning of the word gha{am is the
individual pot which is only implied, for it is only with the individual
pot that the other meanings in the sentence can be connected. The
sentence does not command the bringing of a generic character.
As to why the Mim~sakas give the· direct denotation of 'pot' as the
generic character common to all pots, there are several answers. In the
first place, according to Mimaq~sa doctrine the meaning of a word is
exclusive, is that which is obtainable from nothing else. Since the
15
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meaning individual can be obtained by implication from the class
character it cannot be the denoted meaning of a word. Fmthe1more, if
the denotation were of the individual, the word 'pot' would have
almost as many denotations as there are sentences in which it is used.
This is a heavy postulate. Finally, if the word 'pot' denoted an
individual pot which is created, altered and destroyed, it would be
difficult to argue the permanence of the denoting word; and the
permanence of words is a basic dogma of the Mimfu:ytsa.
Page 3, lines 13-14.
If [the Mimfu:ytsaka claims that] productive operation is the
denoted meaning [of the tin suffixes] because we see that this
meaning is revealed in the semantic explanation of pacati by
piikarp karoti, [we say that he is wrong] because what is there
revealed is equally well the agent engaged in activity favourable
to [the result denoted by] piika.
Notes. 'Semantic explanation' ( vivrti or vivara.!J.a) means the
expression of the meaning of an utterance by another synonymous
utterance; cf. Siddhiinta Muktiivali sabdakhal).~a. p. 312.
The Mimfup.saka here argues that when we explain the verb pacati
(he cooks) by another synonymous expression piikarp karoti 'he makes
a cooking,' the meaning of the verbal root pac is revealed to be a
result, piikam, and the meaning of the suffix ti is revealed to be a
productive operation (karoti = bhiivayat1). The grammmian answers by
saying that karoti in the explanatory expression does not reveal
productive operation only, it also reveals agent. The grammarian would
explain karoti as ekakartrka pacikriyii which would reveal denotations
of agent, number and action. In general the grammarians feel that
semantic explanations must be used with caution as proof of the
denotations of words and suffixes, for a semantic explanation reveals
much else, e.g. constructional meaning.
Page 3, lines 14-16.
[The MimaQisaka may argue] that the revelation of agent is the
revelation of a constructional meaning and so does not determine
the denoted meaning, just as in [the explanatory expression]
piikarp karoti there is revelation of the meaning 'object' which is
[constructional and] not the denoted meaning of any word, and
just as in [the explanatory analysis of] an itaretaradvandva
compound there is revelation of the [unexpressed] element
'addition.' [But this argument] is wrong, for it would word equally
against [taking] productive operation [to be the denoted meaning].
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Notes. The Mimaqtsaka is arguing according to the theory of
abhihitanvayavada (see Introduction, ). According to this theory each
sememe in a word or sentence has a single denotation. When sememes
are joined together further meanings appear, which are called
constructional meanings [tatparyartha]. Thus in pac + ti pac denotes
result, ti denotes productive operation, and from the joining of these
sememes into pacati there results the additional constructional
meanings of object and agent. Similarly, in the itaretaradvandva
compound hariharau, hari denotes Vi~l).U and hara denotes Siva, and
from the joining of these, there results the constructional meaning of
addition, revealed by ca in the explanatory analysis: hariS ca haras ca
hariharau.
The grammarian answers this argument by implying that the
Mimarpsaka's assignment of denoted and constructional meanings is
arbitrary. The argument that would make agent a constructional
meaning in karoti (devadattaQ.) could be used equally well to make
productive operation a constructional meaning.
Page 3, lines 16-17.
And fmther, [the tin suffixes] must denote the agent because we
see the syntactic agreement [between the noun 'Devadatta' and
the verb 'cooks'] in the phrase "Devadatta cooks," just as we see
it in the phrase 'Devadatta, a cook.'
Notes. The Sanskrit te1m for 'syntactic agreement' is abhedanvayap,
literally, 'an agreement or relation of non-difference.' What is literally
meant by this can best be seen from the semantic paraphrases of a
simple collocation. Nilo ghataft: 'the blue pot,' is paraphrased as
nilabhinno ghatap, pot which is non-different from blue.' The
paraphrase shows that both denotations are thought to bear upon the
same object. The grammarian would go further and say that whenever
there is syntactic agreement, whether this is expressed by similar caseending, as in nilo ghataft, or by other means, this is only possible by
reason of the fact that both terms of the agreement bear upon, that is,
by their whole or part (root, suffixes etc.) denote, the same object. The
grammarian's paraphrase of devadattap pacati : 'Devadatta cooks,' is
devadattabhinnakartrko viklittyanukiilo vyaparap 'an activity
favourable to the becoming soft [of food] whose agent is non-different
from Devadatta.' The paraphrase is sufficient proof that the
grammarians feel that pacati by one of its parts [the tin suffix] denotes
the same object, viz. agent, as was denoted by Devadatta. Were this
not true, according to the grammarians, no syntactic agreement
[abhedii.uvaya] would be possible between the noun and verb.
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In regard to these matters the Mimarp.sakas held different views.
They admitted ~hat in the phrase devadatta.p pakta 'Devadatta, the
cook' each word by its whole or part denoted the same object, for here
both words are in the same [nominative] case. But they denied that the
sentence devadatta.p pacati, 'Devadatta cooks,' was amenable to the
same analysis. It might contain syntactic agreement, but this
agreement resulted, they said, not from the denotative power of the
constituent elements, these elements being disparate: verb suffix and
noun suffix, but from indicative power (lak~a!Jii). Accordingly, the
Mimarp.sakas did not consider the agreement of devadatta/;1 with pacati
as an argument for the denotation of agent by tin suffixes. The
objection of the Mimarp.sakas will now be raised.
Page 3, lines 18-19.
It should not be argued that for the apprehension of syntactic
agreement identical case endings are required and that such are
not here found, because if this were so, syntactic agreement
would not be recognized in the phrases 'one should perform a
sacrifice with that which has soma,' ' he cooks a little bit,' 'a
king' s man.'
Notes. In each of the phrases adduced, the grammarians as well as the
Mimarp.sakas admit that there is syntactic agreement, but in none of
them are two words followed by the same case-ending. In somena
yajeta the Mimarp.sakas say that the word somena by possessive
indication (matvarthalak~apii) means 'with that which possesses
soma.' The semantic paraphrase, then, is somavadabhinnena yagena
i~tam bhavayet: 'one should produce what he desires [heaven etc.] by a
sacrifice which is non-different from that which possesses soma. [Here
somena = somavata; yaj = yagena; eta, optative sign plus tin suffix =
i~ta171 bhavayet; all this according to the Mimarp.sa interpretation.] The
paraphrase of stokarp pacati is stokabhinnaviklittyanukiila bhavana;
'productive operation favourable to the softening of the food, which is
not different from a small amount [viz. a small amount of softening].
In rajapuru~a.p, the word raja indicates by implication (lak~a!Jayii) one
who is dependent upon the king (rajasarpbandhin) and so can be
construed by a relation of non-difference (abhedanvaya) with puru~a
although raja is in the genitive case (the ending being dropped because
it is in a compound) and puru~a in the nominative.
Page 3, lines 19-21.
It should not be argued that reference to the same object [in
such a sentence as devadatta.p pacatr1 is made possible because the
meaning agent is conveyed [by -ti] through indication, because in
18
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that case the derivative words pirigak~i etc., also will not denote
[but will merely indicate] the meaning substance. The same thing
may be said of the word vaiSvadevi etc. ending in the secondary
suffix (taddhita).
Notes. In the retual texts we read the sentence arupaya pingak~yaika
hayanya sommp kripati: "one buys soma by [paying for it with] a red,
tawny-eyed, year old [heifer]." The M!marp.sa exemplifies several of its
rules of exegesis by this sentence. As regards the bahuvrihi compound
pirigiik~ya, 'tawny-eyed,' the M!miirp.sa holds that it directly denotes
the substance (dravya), viz. the heifer, which one pays for the soma.
The grammarians' opinion as Kaul).~a Bhaga will point out, is that a
bahuvrihi directly denotes possession, not the substance which is
possessor. The argument here is that if the M!marp.saka explains
reference to the same object in devadatta.p. pacati by indication
(laksanii), to be consistent he should do the same in the case of the
pirigak~i heifer and give up his peculiar doctrine that pirigiik~i directly
denotes the substance.
The word Vaisvadevi in Vaisvadev! amik~a, 'the curdled milk
dedicated to the Visvadeva deities' gives rise to a similar disagreement
of interpretation. Here too the M!marp.saka takes the direct denotation
to be to the substance. Here too according to Kaul).~a Bhana the
M!marp.sa is inconsistent.
Page 3, lines 21-23.
[Further evidence that such words do not denote but merely
imply substance is furnished by the rules of Pal).ini]. By the rule
anekam anyapadarthe (2.2.24) and sasya devata (4.2.24) we see
that pirigak~i and VaiSvadevi are to be analyzed as 'whose eyes
are tawny' and 'whose presiding deities are the Visvedevas.'
Accordingly [the fmms such as pirigak~i are] obtained from the
rules of grammar in a primary genitive sense.
Notes. Pap. 2.2.24 is the basic rule for the meaning of bahuvrihi
compounds. "A collection of more than one [word may be
compounded] to give a meaning other than that of the component
words." Pap. 4.2.24 states that "[a suffix is appended to the name of a
deity in the sense] 'whose presiding deity [that is]."' The analyses
required by these rules are such as pirige ak$ipi yasya.p., visve deva
devata asyiifl, where we see that the primary or denotative sense of
pirigak~i and vaisvadevi is possession, indicated by the genitive case of
the relative pronoun in the paraphrase, and thus they can refer only in
a secondary way, by indication, to the substance or things possessed.
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Page 3, lines 23-26.
And thus the Aru:J;~.ii Chapter [of the Mimiiqlsa Darsana] will be
destroyed. This chapter proposes that in the sentence: "One buys
soma by paying for it with] a red (arupayii), tawny-eyed, year-old
[heifer]" the word red, although it is not denotative of an
individual [i.e. substance], is in syntactic agreement with the
individual [i.e. the substance heifer] which appears with it in the
same sentence. [The whole chapter will be useless] because the
references of two words to the same object, which is the basic
proof of the word arupii's denoting an individual [i.e. a substance],
can be explained in the above manner, [that is, the reference of
one word may be by denotation and of the other by implication].
This has been discussed at great length in [my] Vaiyakara!J.abhii~apa.

Notes. The whole of the preceding paragraph has as its purpose to
show that syntactic agreement cannot be established through indicated
meaning. If the Mimarp.saka claims that it can be so established he will
have to admit that one of the chapters of his textbook is useless. For the
A.lu:J;~.ii Chapter see Excursus 3.
Excursus 3. page 3, lines 23-26.
(A) In connection with the Jyoti~toma sacrifice we have the
scriptural text arupayii piiigakayii ekahiiyanyii soma:cp kripiiti:
"One buys soma by [paying for it with] a red, tawny-eyed year old
[heifer]." In an argument on interpretation a piirvapak~in (straw
man) says that the word arupii denotes the quality redness and not
a substance while the other two words ekahiiyanyii and piiigak~yii
denote a substance. His argument runs as follows. The direct
statement of the instrumental case in arupayii ( Tritiyasruti
arupayii) seems to show that redness is an instrument of purchase.
But redness, being immaterial, cannot be an instrument by which
the act of purchasing is accomplished. Accordingly, we may not
connect this with the verb kripati but must connect it generally
with the entire context. The context (Prakarapapramiipa) connects
redness with all substances that are used in the sacrifice, e.g. pots,
ladles etc. It prescribes that all substances used in the J yoti~toma
sacrifice must be red. On the other hand the words piiigak~yii and
ekahiiyanyii, being denotative of substance, may properly be
connected directly with the act of purchasing. The interpretation
of the sentence under debate, then, is: The word arupayii fmms a
sentence by itself and is connected generally with the entire
chapter; the remainder forms a different sentence in which the
words ekahayanya and piiigiik~yii are construed with kripiiti. To
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this argument the Siddhiintin (approved interpreter) replies thus.
All these words: aru-!Jayii, ekahiiyanyii and pirigiik~yii, being used
in the same case, function in the same way, namely, as means to
the act of purchasing. It is not proper to split these words into the
sentence. As regards the distinction of substance and quality it
comes to this, that the substance helps the act of purchasing
directly whereas the quality helps the act indirectly. First the
quality redness qualifies the substance heifer, then through this
substance the quality is grammatically connected with the act of
purchase. Thus it is established in the aru:J).adhikara:J).a that the
words pingiik~yii and ekahiiyanyii are directly connected with the
verb, but redness is connected with the verb through substance
ekahiiyanyii.

In the foregoing argument both

piirvapak~in

and Mlmarp.sa

siddhiintin accept the view that the words ekahiiyanyii and
pirigiik~yii

denote a material substance which can be directly
construed with the kriniiti. But if one is to take the word
pirigiik~yii as denoting primatily the relation of possession (pirige
aksi~1i yasyii.M the foregoing view will be wrong.
(B) By a similar chain of reasoning the conclusion of the
Mlmarp.saka's Baliibaliidhikara-!Ja will also be wrong. We have a
scriptural text in connection with the Vaisvadeva sacrifice: tapte
payasi dadhy iinayati sa vaiSvadevi

iimik~ii,

viijibhyo viijinam:

"One puts curd into hot milk, which becoming curdled milk
(iimik~ii) is dedicated to the visvedevas [and one dedicates] the
liquid skimmed milk ( viijina) to vajins." Here then m·ises a doubt
whether the statement lays down two accessories (gu-[1avidh1)
iimik~ii (curdled milk) and viijina (skimmed milk) for the Visve
devas or whether it lays down iimik~ii as accessory for the Visve
devas and viijina as accessory for the vajins. If we accept the
second explanation there will be a spliting of the sentence.
Accordingly, the piirvapak~in says that the word viijinam like the
word iimiktjii, stands for the sacrificial food and the word
viijibhya~ stands for the Visve devas. Two accessories, skimmed
milk and curdled milk, are enjoyed with the reference to the
same divinities. But the Siddhiintin refutes this argument. He says
that the deific chm·acter of the Visve devas is indicated by direct
statement (srutipramii~w) and the deific character of vajins is
indicated by the dative care, i.e. by syntactical connection
(viikyapramii-[la). The Visve devas are in syntactic agreement with
iimik~ii. Thus, by direct statement the accessory requirement of
the Visve devas is already fulfilled; hence, the Visve devas have
no requirement of other accessories such as viijina so vif_jina is not
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related to the Visve devas. In the foregoing argument the
Mimfup.sa Siddhantin has held that the deific character of the
Visve devas is directly expressed by the taddhita suffix and that
vaisvadevi is therefore in syntactic agreement with iimik~a. But if
the word vaisvadevi denotes merely relationship and not the thing
related this view will be wrong.
Page 4, lines 1-2.
[Referring to verse 1.] "The tin suffixes etc. :-" This [particular
term has been used] in order to show that denotative power
belongs only to the tin suffixes [and not to the prototype 1symbols].
Page 4, line 2.
Having described the meaning of [the component] words [or
rather, morphemes, viz. roots and tin suffixes], the verse proceeds
to describe the meaning of the sentences [composed of these
elements] with the half verse beginning with phale.
Notes. The verse will show the interrelation of morphemes hy pointing
out which morpheme stands as a qualifier and which stands as
qualificand.
Page 4, lines 2-4.
[The meaning is that activity is predominant or qualificand] with
respect to the result, such as the becoming soft [of the food] etc.
The tin suffixes denote agent, object, number and time [which act
as qualifiers]. Of these the agent is a qualifier of the activity and
the object is a qualifier of the result. Number is a qualifier of the
agent, if an agential suffix [i.e. an active tin suffix] is used; it is a
qualifier of the object if an objective suffix [i.e. a passive tin
suffix] is used. This follows from the fact that these [meanings: on
the one hand number and on the other hand agent or object] are
denoted by a single suffix.
Notes. For 'the agent,' 'the activity' etc. in the above passage, a
strictly logical statement would require 'the meaning agent,' 'the
meaning activity' etc. The sense of the statement will be clear by the
following examples.
1) devadatta.p. ta~qularp pacati: 'Devadatta cooks rice.' This is
paraphrased as devadattabhinnaikakartrkas ta~qulabhinnakamJavrtti
viklittyanukiilo vyapiira.p.: "an activity of which there is a single agent
not different from Devadatta, favourable to the becoming soft which
occurs in an object which is not different from rice." Here the fragment
devadattakartrko vyapiira.p. shows that the .meaning agent qualifies the
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meaning activity. The fragment laiJ.c;JuliibhinnakarmavrttiviklittyanukiilalJ. shows that the meaning object (rice) is the qualifier of the
meaning result. The phrase ekakartrkal;. shows that the meaning
number qualifies the meaning agent. 2) The semantic paraphrase of the
passive sentence laiJ.c;Jula.fl pacyate 'rice is cooked' is taiJ.c;Juliibhinnaikakarrnavrttiviklittyanukiilo vyiipara.fl "an activity favourable to the
becoming soft which occurs in a single object which is not different
from rice." Here the expression eka-karrna shows that the meaning
number qualifies the meaning object (rice) because the meaning 'one'
and the meaning 'object' are denoted by the single passive suffix -te.
KauJ;tqa Bhaga' s phrase samiinapratyayopiittatviit indicates his
adherence to the Mimamsa doctrine of samiiniibhidhiinasruti which
states that if [two meanings are directly denoted] by the same element
[of a word, as here by the verbal ending -te] then they must be
connected with each other.
Page 4, lines 4-5.
Thus, in order to have a verbal knowledge (bodha, also =
'semantic paraphrase') in which a number as denoted by a tin
suffix stands as qualifier, it is necessary to have a presentment [to
the intellect of a notion] of agent or object derived from a tin
suffix standing as qualificand [to that number]. It is thus that the
cause-effect relation [between the presentment of a specific
meaning by a specific sememe and the knowledge of number] can
be successfully explained.
Notes. In the first compound the word number [sa.rpkhyii] is used to
exclude time, which is also denoted by a tin suffix, but which is a
qualifier of the activity and not of the agent or object.
Again in the first compound, the word iikhyiitiirtha is used to exclude
the number denoted by the sup suffixes [case endings].
In the second compound, the word kartrkarrna is used to exclude
time because time is also denoted by the tin suffixes, but it is not
construed with the number but with the activity. Again, in the second
compound, the word iikhyiitajanya is used to exclude the agent or the
object denoted by the krt suffixes.
Page 4, lines 6-9.
According to the Naiyayikas etc. the number denoted by a tin
suffix is construed with the meaning denoted by a word ending in
the nominative case, so the statement of cause-effect relation
[between presentment of specific meaning and the knowledge of
number] will be as follows. In order to have a verbal knowledge,
in which a number as denoted by a tin suffix stands as qualifier, it
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is necessary to have a presentment [to the intellect of a notion] of a
meaning derived from a word ending in the nominative case
[which meaning stands as qualificand to that number]. But [this
statement must be further qualified by saying that] it [viz. the
meaning denoted by the word ending in the nominative case] must
not stand as a qualifier to something else [in the same paraphrase],
because in such sentences as "her face looks like the moon" and
"having eaten, Devadatta walks away" the meaning 'moon' and
the meaning of the continuative are not construed with the
meanings denoted by the tin suffixes. Hence [it is seen that the
Naiyayika's] analysis is over-complex.
Notes. The Naiyayikas claim that a number denoted by a tin suffix
must be construed with the meaning denoted by a word ending in the
nominative case. But this statement presents some difficulty, because in
such sentences as candra iva mukharp drsyate and bhuktvii vrajati
devadattali we have two words in each sentence ending in the
nominative: candrali and mukham in the first sentence, bhuktva and
devadattali in the second sentence. Note that according to Indian
grammatical theory the continuative suffix -tvii involves elision of the
nominative case ending [cf. Par. 2.4.82] and therefore bhuktvii is
considered to be prathamiinta = nominative. In the adduced sentences,
unless the Naiyayika qualifies his rule, the number denoted by the
verbs 'looks' (drsyate) and 'goes' (vrajat1) will be construed with the
meaning moon and with the meaning of the continuative. This is not
desirable, because at this rate such sentences as candra iva mukhe
drsyate and caitramaitrau bhuktvii vrajati would prove to be correct.
Accordingly, to preclude such cases, the Naiyayikas must inse1t into
their statement of caus.e-effect relation the phrase itariivisefaratvaghatita, which specifies the condition that the meaning of the
nominative must not stand as qualifier to something else. Now the
meaning moon acts as a qualifier to the notion of similarity expressed
by 'like' and the meaning of the continuative acts as a qualifier to the
action expressed by the verb 'walks'. Hence, they do not fit the
amended statement. The meaning face and the meaning Devadatta on
the other hand, do fit the amended statement. They are the chief
qualificands according to the Naiyayikas (see Intro.) and hence they
are construed with the meaning number. The grammarian's objection
to this analysis is that it requires a complex and heavy statement. The
grammarian's statement on the other hand is simple, for the meaning
moon and the meaning of the continuative do not function as agent or
object denoted by the tin suffixes.
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Page 4, line 9.
This also proves that agent and object are denoted by the tin
suffixes, as is clearly explained in the Brhadbhii~ana.
Page 4, line 10.
Time [present etc.] is a qualifier of the activity.
Notes. The semantic paraphrase offered by the grammarians shows
clearly how time is construed by such collocations as vartamiinakiiliko
vyiipiira}J. 'an activity of present time' etc. This makes it clear that the
notion of time is construed with that of the activity, as a qualifier of
that activity.
Page 4, lines 10-12.
To explain more fully, in the rule vartan1iine la! [Pap. 3.2.123]
the adhikiira rule dhiitolJ. [Pii-!J. 3.1.91] is to be supplied. And that
[word, dhiito}J.] inasmuch as it implies 'meaning of a root'
comprehends chiefly activity. Accordingly, it is with activity that
the meaning [time] is construed.
Notes. The interpretation here of Pii-!J. 3.2.123 is that of the Kiisikii. The
word vartamane is construed not with la! but with dhiito]J. :
vartan1iiniirthe vartamiiniid dhiitor la! pratyayo bhavati. "The suffix la!
is added to a root when the root is used in the sense of something
occuning in present time." Thus, the word dhiito]J., which is supplied
from 3.1.91, is taken to mean not simply 'a root,' but 'a root which
denotes by its predominant meaning an activity occurring in the
present.' Hence, the supplied word dhiito]J.: 'to a root' implies, or
literally, bespeaks activity; and since our interpretation of P~ini's siitra
takes dhiito]J. with vartamiine we may infer that the meaning time is to
be construed with the meaning activity.
Page 4, lines 12-13.
It should not be argued that time like number should be
construed with the agent or object, because in that case, if an
agent [were to exist] after his activity had ceased, one might still
say 'he cooks' and one could not say 'he cooked.' Similarly if an
agent were to exist before his activity began one could not say 'he
will cook.'
Notes. If time is construed with the agent or object, then the idea of
past, present and future will depend upon the state of the agent or
object. As long as the agent or object exists the usage will be 'he
cooks,' even if the activity has ceased or has not yet begun.
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Page 4,lines 14-15.
Neither is time to be construed with the result, because in that
case if activity were to exist before the result appeared, one could
not say 'he cooks,' but one would have to say 'he will cook.'
Page 4, lines 15-17.
It should not be argued [if time refers to activity with no
reference to result] one might then say 'he is rising up' with
reference to a man whose body is paralyzed by Amavata disease
simply from the fact that he is exerting an effort favourable to
rising. We reply that one would say no such thing, for one cannot
cognize another man's effort [until one perceives the result in the
form of motion]. But if one did cognize it by the slightest amount
of motion one might say "He is rising up but from lack of power
fails to make it." Such an expression accords with the general
understanding of people and we have no objection to it.
Page 4, lines 17-18.
In this way the meaning denoted by the tin suffixes is shown
always to be a qualifier and the meaning activity is primary.
Page 4, lines 18-20.
Though elsewhere it is observed that of the meanings denoted
by a base fmm and suffix, the meaning denoted by the suffix is
syntactically predominant [cf. previous notes], it is nevertheless
concluded that the activity denoted by a root is syntactically
predominant [over the meaning denoted by a tin suffix]. This is on
the authority of the Nirukta, which states that a verb presents the
meaning action as predominant and nouns present the meaning
substance as predominant, also on the authority of the
Mahiibhii~ya, which, in connection with the rule bhiiviidayo
(1.3.1.) indicates that action is predominant.
Notes. The Mahiibhii~ya on 1.3.1 is an important passage, for Patafijali
there shows clearly his doctrine that one action can govern another
action. He furnishes the examples pacati bhavati (literally, 'he cooks'
comes into being). What is meant by this example, according to
Patafijali, is that the action of cooking, of which 'he' is the agent, is an
action which is coming into being. Thus he says paciidaya_p. kriyii
bhavatikriyiiya_p. kartryo bhavanti. "The actions of cooking (in these
examples) are themselves the agents of the actions of coming into
being." It would be therefore wrong to interpret pacati bhavati as 'he
who cooks comes into being,' taking the agent of the first action to be
the agent of the second. This is why the sentence pacasi bhavati (you
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cook comes into being) is correct according to Pataiijali, for the
agreement is not between the agents, which are accordingly expressed
by the second person and the third person respectively but between the
actions.
The pertinence of Pataiijali 's remarks to Kautt9-a Bhaga's argument
will now be clear. Such a sentence as pacasi bhavati shows that the
activity denoted by the root pac must be predominant over the agent
denoted by the tin suffix -si. Otherwise, pacasi could not be construed
with bhavati.
The commentators quote the reading pacasi bhavati from the
Mahiibhiisya on 1.3.1 but this reading does not occur in the published
editions of the Mahiibhiisya. Instead of pacasi bhavati the published
editions read 'bhavaty apiik~it, bhavati pak~yati.
Page4, lines 20-21.
Moreover, if the meaning denoted by a tin suffix were taken as
predominant, then the meaning denoted by a word ending in the
nominative case would be predominant, since the meaning
denoted by the tin suffix is in syntactic agreement with Devadatta
etc. [which end in the nominative].
Notes. This, of course, is a conclusion which the Nyaya accepts (see
Introduction). Kautt<;la Bhatta now furnishes reasons for its rejection.
Notice that the word iikhyiita, which Yaska uses as a general term
for 'verb' (cf. page 4, line 19 above), is here used by Kautt<;la Bhaga
as a specific tetm meaning tin suffix.
Page 4, lines 22-27.
And this being the case the sentence pasya mrgo dhiivati: "Look
the deer runs," would not fotm one sentence, as it does on the
authority of Mahabha~ya. The word mrga.p (deer) ending in the
nominative case, which is the qualificand of the action of running,
would necessarily take the accusative case ending, since it would
be the object of the action of seeing. It is no help to say that in
that case [the tin suffix of dhiivati] would be changed to a
participial suffix by PiiiJ. 2.3.124 (see note following), for it
would still be impossible to get rid of the accusative, and the
sentence pasya mrgo dhiivati would be impossible. And it should
not be argued that the word tam (it) may be supplied as object of
the verb pasya ('look at') for this would make two sentences out
of one. Furthermore, the original sentence intends to express a
specially vivid action of running as object of [the action of] seeing,
for which, if one supplies [the pronoun] there will be no
construction [between pasya and mrgo dhiivatl].
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Notes. pasya mrgo dhavati is another sentence like bhavati pacati (see
notes above), easily explainable by the grammarians who allow one
verb to govern another, but presenting difficulties to the Naiyayikas. If
the tin suffix is predominant then there should be constmction between
the agent of dhavati, expressed by mrgap, and pasya. This construction
would require mrgap to be in the accusative case. In this event P~ini's
mle 3.2.124 would come into play. This rule states that when a verb is
in syntactic agreement with a noun of other than nominative case
(aprathama-samanadhikara!lya) one must substitute the participial
suffixes satr or sanae for the finite suffixes of the present (la!). Our
example would accordingly become pasya mrgo dhavantam. But we
must still change mrgo to mrgam: 'See the mnning deer.' On the other
hand, if we supply an object for mrgo, thus, pasya tam mrgo dhavati,
we have split the sentence (vakyabhedado~a) and altered the meaning.
Page 4, lines 27-28; Page 5, line 1.
In this way the Naiyayika's declaration that in order to have a
verbal knowledge, in which an activity is a qualifier, the
necessary course is a presentment [to the intellect of a notion]
derived from a word ending in the nominative case [as qualificand
to the activity or the effort] is unworthy of acceptance. Rather, the
conect view of the cause-effect relations is that in order to have a
verbal knowledge in which the meaning agent denoted by a tin
suffix stands as a qualifier, the necessary cause is a presentment
[to the intellect of the notion activity] derived from a verbal root,
this presentment subsisting [in its object, the activity] by a
container relation which is limited by activityness.
Notes. For the explanation of this passage, see Excursus 4.
Excursus 4. Page 5, line 1
Bodha, upasthiti, kar~atavacchedakasambandha
Since a semantic paraphrase (sabdabodha) is a complex entity it
will contain some meanings which are qualifiers and others which
are qualificands. It is useful to establish rules assigning status as
qualifier or qualificand to certain classes of constituents. This is
done by statements of cause-effect relation. Suppose, for
example, we have two classes of correlated meanings A and B
denoted by two classes of constituents At and B 1 where A class
meaning is qualificand and B class meaning is qualifier. The
neogrammarians will then make the statement that "in order to
have a knowledge of B class meaning denoted by Bt constituent
the necessary cause is a presentment ( upasthit1) to the intellect of
A class meaning denoted by At constituent."
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Such cause-effect relations are of somewhat peculiar nature.
One is not to think of the cause as necessarily preceding or
producing the effect. Rather the cause is the simpler entity, and
more basic in that the effect is inconceivable without it. The way
in which the grammarians express this is to say that a given
upasthiti (presentment to the intellect) e.g. the notion of agent, is
the cause of or is necessary for a knowledge ( bodha) which
possesses a given qualifier (prakiira) e.g. singularity (ekatva).
Note that a knowledge which possesses singularity as its qualifier
can only be a knowledge of one.
From the sentence pacati: 'he cooks' the bodha (paraphrase or
knowledge) will be ekatviivacchinnakartrko viklittyanukiilo
vartamiinakiiliko vyiipiira.p. : "an activity of present time favorable
to the becoming soft of food, of which activity the agent is
qualified by oneness." Here the presentation to the intellect of the
notion agent conveyed by the tin suffix is the necessary cause of
the knowledge which possesses the qualifier oneness conveyed by
the tin suffix: iikhyiitiirthaikatvaprakiirakabodham prati tinarthakartrupasthiti.p. hetu.p..
To proceed further: Wherever we conceive of cause-effect
relation, we imply two other relations, the relation by which the
cause is connected with its substratum and the relation by which
the effect is connected with its substratum. Regularly the second
and third relation must be the same, or reciprocals of each other
for cause and effect to appear. Thus, the Naiyayikas say that the
potter's moulding stick is a cause of the pot through a relation of
contact (contact of stick with pot, contact of pot with stick,
relation of cause-effect between stick and pot). Here contact is
said to be the limiting relation of the causeness in stick and the
effecthood in pot (da~dani~thakiira~Jatiivacchedakasambandha.p.
sarpyogah or ghatani~!hakiiryatviivacchedakasarpbandhap sarpyogap).
For further examples see Ingalls, Materials, pp. 74-82.
Similarly there will be a limiting relation of the causeness in the
presentment with regard to a knowledge (bodha), that is, a
relation by standing in which and in no other relation the
presentment can be considered a cause of the knowledge.
To understand what this relation may be we must inquire how
the presentment and its effect, the knowledge, stand in their
substrata. This, however, depends on how we consider the
knowledge, for a knowledge has two different aspects. On the one
hand it is a concatenation of meanings related to objects in the
world. On the other hand, it is a quality supposed to inhere in the
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soul of the hearer. If we choose to consider the knowledge in its
first aspect we may say that the presentment and the
concatenation are copresent in [or co-related to] the world object
(vi~ayani~{hapratyasattya upasthitir bodhas ca vartete). This copresence in or co-relation to (pratyasatt1) the object will be by
container-contained relation (vi~ayata sarpbandha)l. Accordingly,
the limiting relation (avacchedakasarpbandha) of the causeness
(karap.atii) of the presentment ( upasthit1), when it is a cause of the
knowledge, will be container-contained relation.
On the other hand, if we consider the knowledge in its second
aspect, as a quality inhering in the soul of the hearer, we may say
that the presentment and the knowledge are co-present in the soul
(atmani~thapratyasattya upasthitir bodhas ca vartete). This copresence in the soul will be by inherence (samavaya) and
inherence will be the limiting relation of the causeness in the
presentment, when it is a cause of the knowledge.
A further refinement may be noticed. It may happen that a
cause-effect relation can be established between a given
presentment and a knowledge with a given qualifier only when
the presentment is taken in one of its two possible senses. Thus the
presentment deriving from a verbal root, according to Kau:t;tqa
Bhatta, has both the sense of activity and result. It is only in the
sense of activity that Kau:t;t<;la Bhaga will allow this presentment to
be the cause of a knowledge of agent. His method of restricting
the causal law is to say that such a presentment is a cause by a
limiting container-contained relation which is limited by
activityness ( bhavanatvavacchinnataya karap.arp). This turn of
phrase is essentially the same as that noticed in Nyaya texts by
Ingalls, Materials, pp. 52-53. It rests on a convenient technique of
describing a relation as limited by the limitors of its terms. The
upasthiti in the cause under discussion can serve as cause only
when it is taken to mean activity ( bhavanii), in other words when
it is limited by activityness (bhavanatva). The double restriction is
expressed by saying that the limiting relation of its causeness is
limited by activityness.

1 See Ingalls, Marerials, p. 80. Such relations are regularly named from the second term of the
relation. Here the upasthiti (and the whole siibdabodlla also) is vi~ayin, the objects are vi~ayas: the
upasthiti occurs in the objects by vi~ayatiisambandlla (lit., by a connection of objecthood of
objects to it).
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Page 5, lines 2-3.
But in order to have a verbal knowledge, in which an activity
stands as a qualifier, the necessary cause may be a presentment of
the notion, in the form of an activity denoted by a verbal root [as a
qualificand to the other activity] just as well as it may be a
presentment of the notion [of the agent] derived from a k[t suffix.
This statement fits such examples of sentences as "see the deer
runs," and "he cooks comes into being."
In simpler language an activity may qualify another activity just
as it may qualify the notion of agent etc. In pasya mrgo dhiivati
the activity denoted by pasya qualifies the activity denoted by
dhiivati, just as in paktr (a cook) the activity denoted by the root
pac qualifies the agent denoted by the suffix trc.
Page 5, lines 3-5.
In this way from the [active] verb pacati, 'he cooks,' we
understand the meaning 'an activity, of which there is one
substratum [viz. an agent], favourable to the becoming soft [of
food],' and from the [passive] verb pacyate 'is cooked,' we
understand the meaning 'an activity favourable to the becoming
soft [of food] of which [becoming soft] there is one substratum [viz.
the object, food]. If a word such as devadatta is used, its meaning
will stand in a relation of non-difference [i.e. in syntactic
agreement] with such a meaning as agent denoted by the tin
suffix [of pacat1].
Notes. Similarly, if the word taJ;Jdulap (rice) is used, its meaning will
stand in syntactic agreement with the tin suffix of pacyate.
Page 5, lines 5-8.
Even in the sentence, 'The pot perishes' [the root refers to
activity as well as a result, for] we understand the meaning to be
an activity of which there is a substratum, non-different from the
pot, favourable to the result destruction. And that activity is the
combined presence (samavadhiina) of the total requisite causes of
destruction with (visi~{a) counterpositiveness [to the destruction of
pot]. That is why when such [an activity] in being [we say] 'it
perishes,' when it has ended, [we say] 'it has perished,' when it is
yet to come into being [we say] 'it will pe1ish.'
Notes. Kau~qa Bhaga here puts forward the claim that the semantic
law 'verbal roots denote activity and result' holds good of intransitive
verbs as well as transitive. From a common-sense point of view, such
as that of the Nyaya, the claim is open to objection. A man raises a
stick and with it smashes an earthen pot. We say gha{o nasyati, 'the
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pot perishes.' Surely the activity is in the stick or the man; what is in
the pot is the result, destruction. Accordingly, the Naiyayikas say that
when analyzing intransitive verbs we must limit the meaning of the
verbal root to the result. Not so the grammarians as represented by
Kau:g.qa Bhaga. According to the grammarians, activity ( vyapara) need
not mean the initiating of movement by an agent; it can refer equally
well to the undergoing of a process or the being in a certain state. The
two conceptions are· simply different ways of thinking of the same
facts. We may think of the destruction of the pot as a process, a
gradual dissolution of its component members (kramikavayavaviSarap.a) or we may think of it as a state of perishing. It is in
accordance with the latter manner of thinking that Kau:g.qa Bhaga
defines the activity expressed by the root nas as he does. The definition
contains two parts. First there must be present the total requisite causes
of destruction; otherwise the pot might survive. Without further
specification the definition would be defective, for in a given case the
total requisite causes of destruction might be present in the stick, which
would allow us to say 'ya~tir nasyati' with the meaning 'the pot
perishes.' Accordingly, the second patt of the definition adds that these
causes must be in combined presence with ghata-nasa-pratiyogitva, a
property that can reside nowhere but in a pot previous to its final
destruction. To explain the name of this property: Where we speak of
an absence, e.g. absence of fire, the counterpositive (pratiyogin) of this
absence is fire. In fire there is said to reside the property
couterpositiveness (pratiyogitva) to absence of fire ( vahnyabhavaniriipitapratiyogitva). Destruction (nasa) is equivalent to posterior
absence (dhvmpsabhava). In any object about to be destroyed there
resides counterpositiveness to that particular posterior absence. The
combined presence of ghatanasa-samagri and ghatanasaniriipitapratiyogitva can reside only in the pot about to be destroyed.
The activity in ghato nasyati then, consists in the state above
described, a state analyzable as the presence of two properties in
combination. The state is subject to temporal distinction: it is about to
occur, it occurs, it has occurred. By his phrase ata eva, 'that is why ... ,'
Kau:g.ga Bhatta hints that the Nyaya explanation would not allow of
these distinctions. If in ghato nasyati the root referred to a result only,
then it would never be possible to speak of this result in past time.
Destruction is for all time; it never ceases.
Kau:g.ga Bhatta's view of intransitive verbs is the view generally
accepted by the neogrammarians. Pataiijali, on the other hand,
occasionally speaks of the meaning of intransitive verbs as being
bhava, where the word bhava is interpreted as result. At all events, no
ancient grammarian states that the root is denotative of the meaning
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result and activity. The old distinction between transitive and
intransitive is shifted by the neogrammarians from the meaning of roots
to the nature of syntax. A transitive construction, in the new theory, is
one where activity and result reside in different substrata; an
intransitive construction is one where both reside in the same
substratum.
Page 5, lines 8-9.
In sentences such as 'Devadatta knows,' 'Devadatta wishes,'
etc. we understand the meaning to be 'an activity of present time,
of which the substratum is non-different from Devadatta,
favourable to the result knowledge, desire etc.' And that activity
is ultimately nothing but the state of being a substratum. [Other
examples] should be understood in the above manner.
Notes. The commentator Bhairavamisra states that the passage is
directed against the Nyaya. The problem of the roots jiia, i~ etc. is
raised again, page 7, lines 4-6 below, where the commentators ascribe
to the pracina Nyaya the following theory. 'Most transitive roots
denote both activity and result and all intransitive roots denote activity
only. Exceptions to this rule are the roots jiia, i~, kr etc. These roots
although they are transitive denote no result.' The same theory is
ascribed by Gadadhara to the Pracina Nyaya (Vyutpattivada, pp. 207210) by which he means Udayana and Gangda as opposed to
Raghunatha.
In the same way the Naiyayikas held that in general tin suffixes
denote effort (lqti)J.). However, the tin srffixes used with jiia, i~, lq etc.
do not denote effort but denote simply the state of being a substratum
(asrayatva). To use Nyaya terminology, in the case of these roots the
primary meaning (sakyartha) of a tin suffix is hindered (badhita),
being impossible, and we therefore understand the suffix in a
secondary sense (niriit;Jhalak~anii), viz. as meaning asrayatva.
Our commentators do not tell us why the old Nyaya treated these
roots as exceptions. Two reasons, though, appear likely. Knowledge
Uiianam), desire (icchii) and effort (krt1) are among the special
qualities inhering in the soul (atmasamavetavise~agu.p.a)J.). The soul is
not affected by these qualities as a pot is affected by heat etc. No
observable physical result ensues from these activities. Second, the
Nyaya regards effort (lqt1) as necessary to produce a result. But
knowing cannot be preceded by effort; rather it precedes effort. I
remember an old verse to this effect, the origin of which I have been
unable to trace:
jiiiinajanya bhaved iccha, icchajanya bhaved Jqti}J.,
lqtijanya bhavet ce~ta, ce~tajanya bhaved kriya.
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KauJ;J.<;ia Bhaga also treats the roots jfiii and i~ (but not k[) in a special
manner, which differs from the Nyaya theory more verbally than in
content. The meaning activity denoted by these roots, according to
Kau:J;J.<;ia Bhatta, is ultimately nothing more than asrayatva. But Kau:J;J.<;ia
Bhaga insists that this is still an activity. Jiiniiti refers to two notions,
one of which is an activity, the other a result. The state of the soul as
substratum of the quality knowledge is an activity. Knowledge (jniina)
is likewise a container, holding within itself by container-contained
relation the true nature of objects which are its contents. Knowledge as
containing its objects is a result. In simple words, by the soul's coming
to possess knowledge, it gains as a result knowledge of objects.
It remains only to explain how the soul's coming to possess
knowledge can be regarded as an activity. It may be regarded as an
activity qua process. In analyzing the process the grammarians follow
Nyaya epistemology. The process consists of contact of sense organ and
object, contact of sense organ and mind, contact of mind and soul.
Page 5, lines 10-11.
[Introduction to Verse 3.] Now, it might be objected that if the
tin suffixes are denotative of the meanings agent and object, then
both meanings might be understood in the verb 'cooks,' [not at
one time, of course, but] just as the single meaning object might
be understood [the next time]. To meet this objection the author
gives the semantic criteria [for judging which meaning is to be
understood in each instance] in the following verse.
Notes. The phrase ubhayabodhiipatti: 'both meaning might be
understood,' needs qualification. It would be impossible to understand
both meanings at one time because of the rule sak[d ucciirita.p. sabda.p.
sakrd eviirtharp gamayati 'a word used once transmits but one
meaning.' Accordingly, the qualification shows that both meanings
could be understood in the course of two occunences of the word.
Page 5, lines 10-11.
3. Of the meanings activity and result the suffixes tan, yak, ci~,
etc. reveal the substratum to be construed with a result [i.e. these
suffixes reveal the sense of object], and the suffixes sap, snam,
etc. reveal the substratum to be construed with an activity [i.e.
these suffixes reveal the sense of agent].
Notes. Suffix tari: the finite endings of the middle voice, from ta to
mahin. P~ini assigns them the meanings bhiiva and karman. 1.3.13.
Suffix yak: accented -ya, the suffix which forms the passive,
assigned the meaning bhiiva and karman by Pii~. 3.1.67.
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Suffix ci-{1: The suffix i of the third person passive of the aorist,
assigned the meanings bhava and kam1an by Pa-{1. 3.1.66.
Suffix sap: The present stem formant, unaccented a in verbs of the
first conjugation (bhii class). This is indirectly assigned the meaning
agent by Pa-{1. 3.1.68.
Suffix snam. The present stem formant. This takes the place of sap
after roots of the seventh conjugation (rudh class), according to Pa-{1.
3.1.78. The other substitutes for sap could, of course, be added.
'Reveal' (dyotayanti): Suffixes such as sap and yak have no
denotative force (abhidhasakt1). When Plli;tini says kartari sap (3.1.68)
this is interpreted by the Kasika to mean 'sap is to be suffixed to the
root when the root is followed by a sarvadhatuka suffix denoting
agent' (kartrvacini sarvadhatuke parata.P. dhatop. sap pratyayo bhavatJ).
What suffixes such as sap and yak do is to reveal the agency or
objecthood which is denoted by the suffixes which follow them.Where
an ultimate suffix bears more than one denotation, as for example -te
which denotes agency in bha{}ate but objecthood in hanyate, the sap
and yak suffixes reveal which of the two denotations is present.
Page 5, lines 14-16.
The tan suffixes etc. reveal the substratum to be constmed with
the result. The substratum when construed with a result is the
object [of a verb], therefore revealing such (a substratum) means
revealing the sense of object. The substratum of an activity is an
agent, therefore, revealing such (a substratum) means revealing
the sense of agent. This is the total meaning [of the verse].
'Reveal' means 'help us to judge the specific meaning.'
Page 5, lines 17-23.
[Introduction to Verse 4.] objection: the mle [that the ci-{1 and
yak suffixes reveal the sense of object] is violated by the
following examples: kramad amwp. narada ity abodhi sap, 'finally
he knew him to be Narada,' and pacyate odanap. svayam eva,
'the 1ice cooks of itself' etc. [The second example violates the
rule] because when it is intended to designate an object as an
agent and when the personal endings therefore have an active
sense, since the suffixes such as yak, middle endings, ci-{1 suffix,
ci.{lvat operations, and augment it are transferred [from passive to
active] by the rule implying this transfer, viz. 'kam1avat kamJa.{la
tulyakriyap.,' even if the suffixes yak etc. are employed we
[nevertheless] understand [from them] the meaning agent,
whereby the substratum is construed with an activity. [The first
example violates the rule] because abodhi is formed in the
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following way. The active aorist [Jli.zi] is added to the root budh of
the fomth conjugation, then [the sigmatic suffix eli is replaced by]
the cip suffix according to Pap. 3.1.61: dipajanabudha. [The
ending ta of the third person] is then elided by Piip. 6.4.104: cipo
luk. To meet these objections the author adds [the following
verse].
Notes. The substance of the objection is that we sometimes find
typically passive suffixes used when the sense is active. Kaui;t~a Bhana
gives two examples.
The first example is taken from Magha, Sisupalavadha 1.3. In it the
verb abodhi is used. Usually fmms with this suffix (-i, technically
called cip) are aorist passive. However, Pai;tini allows the suffix
optionally as an active aorist suffix after the six roots dip, jan, budh,
purl(= pur to fill), tiiy (to stretch), pyiiy (3.1.61). The fmm abodhi is
thus an optional substitute for abuddha and when so used, ci-!J reveals
an agent and the substratum is connected with action.
The second objection arises from the reflexive-passive construction
and this requires a longer explanation.
It will be remembered that the action of cooking is considered to
consist of many different activities, e.g. setting fire under the pot,
fanning the fire, putting the rice in the pot, taking down the pot etc.
Many factors (kiirakas) are engaged in one way or another with these
activities: Devadatta, the rice, the fuel, the pot etc. The ways in which
they are engaged are not only as agent (kartii) and object (karma) but
as instrument (kara-!Ja), locus (adhikara-!Ja) etc. All these kiirakas help
to bring about the final result, namely the softness of the food.
Among the factors the agent is distinguished by his independence. He
acts independently and the rest of the factors depend upon him for
their attainment of the result. Here independence is not to be taken as a
designation of precisely definable fact, but as a designation of what
seems to the speaker to be independent or important in a given context.
Thus, while the primary agent in pacati is the human cook, a speaker
may transfer the conception of agent to any one of the other factors
when context or his desire for emphasis so demands. Thus, when he
sees Devadatta pour water in the pot, the speaker will say 'Devadatta
cooks,' but when he sees the fire burning brightly under the pot he
may say 'the fire is cooking the rice.' Here agency has been
transferred to what is primarily an instrument, and the construction is
called kara-!Jakartari, 'where the agent is what is primarily an
instrument.' Similarly, when one says 'the pot is cooking,' the
construction is called adhikara-!Jakartari, 'where the agent is what is
primarily a locus.' Such constructions are used when one wishes to
point out that one of the kiirakas performs its activity, its part in
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bringing about the final result, particularly well, so well that it seems
to be acting independently. One should note that dative and ablative
kiirakas cannot enter such construction. Thus, we cannot express any
aspect of what is referred to by 'he gets angry at Rama,' Riimiiya
krudhyati, by saying 'Rama gets angry,' Rama.[J krudhyati; nor can we
change mountain in 'He falls from the mountain' into an agent.
However, it is possible in connection with some verbal roots to
transfer agency to the object. This is called the reflexive passive
(kannakartan) construction. We may say 'the rice is cooking,' or 'the
rice is cooking by itself' to express the fact that it is cooking easily, as
though it were in no need of a human agent. This usage is permitted
only in the case of those verbs which express an action which produces
a visible result in its object. Thus, one cannot use it with such verbs as
'see' or 'know' etc.
The karmakartari (reflexive passive) construction differs grammatically from kara-!Jakartari and adhikara-!Jakartari, where active
suffixes are used, by the requirement of passive suffixes. Pa~. 3.1.87:
kannavat karma-!Jii tulyakriya.{l says, "[An agent] whose action is the
same as [the action seen to occur in or to produce a result in] an object
is [treated grammatically] like an object." When we say 'the rice
cooks' the action of cooking is the same action that produces the
transformation in the rice as an object. Hence, the agent here is treated
like an object and takes a verb with passive endings. One says 'odana.{l
pacyate svayam eva' not 'odanap pacati svayam eva.'
The above rule of Pal_lini is an atidesa, that is, a rule implying a
number of other operations. If the reflexive agent is to be treated
kannavat 'like an object,' all the operations that take place in the case
of passive verbs will take place in the verb with which it is connected.
These operations are:
i) yak: P~. 1.3.13; 3.1.67. See note on page 5, lines 12-13 above.
ii) ci-!J: P~. 3.1.66; 6.4.104. See note on page 5, lines 12-13 above.
iii) ci-!Jvat: The modifications occasioned by the advent of suffix ci-!J.
These are such as vrddhi of a root ending in a vowel (P~. 1.2.115) e.g.
aniiyi, and the insertion of y (yuk) after a root ending in ii (Pii-!J.
7 .3.33), e.g. adhiiyi.
iv) it: P~. 6.4.62: The union vowel that is prefixed to the personal
endings of the optional fmms of middle and passive futures, aorists,
etc. from roots ending in a vowel as well as from the roots han, grah,
and drs, e.g. the second vowel in griihi~yate and the third vowel in
agriihi~iitiim, alternative forms for griihi§yate and agriihi~iitiim.
All these elements: middle endings, yak, ci-!J, ci-!Jvat and i! which
usually reveal a passive sense, reveal an active sense in the case of the
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passive reflexive construction. Hence Kau:J).<;fa Bhaga's rule is violated.
He therefore amends it in the following verse.
Page 5, lines 24-25.
Verse 4. This is a general rule, because the reverse is seen in
the case of the reflexive passive etc. Therefore what is revealed
(by the suffixes) should be understood according to what is
appropriate and according to [grammatical] rule.
Page 5, lines 26-28; page 6, lines 1-2.
"In the case of the reflexive passive" etc. e.g. in the case of such
examples as 'the rice cooks of itself' etc. Here we understand the
meaning to be 'an activity of which there is a single substratum
non-different from rice, this activity being favourable to [the
result] cooking.' The word etcetera (iid1) refers to such examples
as "gradually he knew him to be Narada." Here we understand
the meaning to be 'an activity in the past, of which there is a
substratum non-different from Kr~1Ja, this activity being
favourable to the [result] knowledge of which the object is a single
person, Narada, this activity being preceded by general and [then]
by particular knowledge.' "According to what is appropriate"
means that ci~, yak, etc., reveal the meaning object when they
are prescribed by rules that are common to the impersonal passive
and are pronounced in juxtaposition with transitive verbs.
Notes. "Being preceded first by general and then by particular
knowledge". The reason for this gloss on kramiit (gradually) will be
clear from a reading of the whole verse (Sisupalavadha 1.3) from
which the example is taken.
Cayas tvi~iim ity avadhiiritarp purii
tata.p. saririti vibhiivitiilq"tim
vapur vibhaktiivayavatp. pumiin iti
kramiid amw:p. niirada ity abodhi sap
Him, who was first grasped as a mass of light;
Who, when his shape was described, was known to be an
embodied being;
Who, when the parts of his figure were distinguished, was known
to be a man;
Him he [Kr~1Ja] finally knew to be Narada.
'The suffixes ci~ yak etc': Here the siddhantin answers the objections
of the piirvapak~in. The suffixes ci~ and yak are prescribed by many
rules. The ci~ suffix in abodhi is pronounced in juxtaposition with a
transitive root, but the rule which prescribes the suffix is not common
to the impersonal passive, for Pii~. 3.1.61 dipajana etc. prescribes the
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suffix ci1,1 specifically for the active. The yak suffix in pacyate odana]J.
svayam eva is prescribed by a rule which is common to the impersonal
passive (by Pii1,1. 3.1.67). One may form either pacyate odanalJ. or
devadattena sthiyate, but it is not pronounced in juxtaposition with a
transitive root. In the reflexive passive roots become intransitive.
Page 6, lines 3-5.
[Introduction to Verse 5.] In this way having described the
meaning of sentences [i.e. the interrelation of morphemes] with
proper reasoning, in accordance with the maxim of the needle and
the frying pan the author now establishes the thesis which he
proposed in the opening verse, namely that a root denotes activity,
in opposition to the followers of the Prabhak:ara school etc., who
state that a root does not denote productive operation (i.e. action).
Notes. Siicikiitahanyiiya: The maxim refers to the doing of an easier
task before a more difficult one, as when a blacksmith, being asked to
make a needle and a frying pan, first makes the needle.
Lacj.iidyante: This is a bahuvrihi compound, lit., 'that which possesses
a lat suffix etc. for ending.' The meaning is simply 'verbal root,' for
the bahuvrihi is to be understood as an atadgu1,1a-sarpvijiiiina. A
tadgu1,1asa.rpvijiiiina bahuvrihi is one where the expressed constituents
of the bahuvrihi must be present together with the object characterized
thereby; e.g. when one says sumukhim iinaya: 'bring her-of-thebeautiful-face;' the speaker here expects to see the beautiful face
brought as well as the girl. An atadgu1,1asarp.vijiiiina bahuvrihi is one
where this is not the case, e.g. when one says citragum iinaya: 'bring
him-of-the-speckled-cattle;' the speaker here does not expect the
speckled cattle to be brought with the owner. Thus, Jacj.iidyanta, 'that
which possesses a lat suffix etc. for ending' means the root alone and
not the root plus the lat ending.
Page 6, lines 6-7.
Verse 5. Activity (vyiipiira) is a productive operation (bhiivanii):
this is the same as a bringing into being ( utpiidanii) and is the
same as action (kriyii); for the meaning effort [which stands for a
result] will not do since [roots such as] kpi would be intransitive.
Notes. I supply the words in brackets to make the meaning of the
verse accord with Kam;t<;fa Bhaga's first interpretation. This
interpretation understands the whole verse to be directed against the
Prabhak:ara school of Mimamsa, which held that verbal roots denote
·
only result.
The interpretation fits the first half of the verse well enough, but
requires considerable supplementation for the second half. Kau:~;t<;la
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Bhatta's second interpretation, which is simpler, may be understood by
dropping the words of translation included in brackets. In the second
interpretation ktii is taken to mean simply the root ktii, not as
indicating all roots, and yatna is not taken to represent result but an
activity. The second interpretation considers the first half of the verse
to be directed against the Prabhakara school, and the second half
against those Naiyayikas who claimed that all roots or at least some
roots are denotative of action only. For the opinion that all roots denote
action only cf. Gaitgesa's Tattvacintam~i page 830, where this opinion
is ascribed to the Ratnakosa. That the roots jiia, yat, etc. denote action
only and not result was the common opinion of the Nyaya prior to
Raghunatha. Raghunatha agrees with the Grammarians' theory that
roots are denotative of both result and activity [Raghunatha,
Akhyatasaktivada page 127].
Page 6, lines 8-9.
The sense is that since the verb 'cooks' may be explained by
the phrase 'brings into being a [result, namely] cooking,' a
productive operation favourable to cooking,' 'a bringing into
being of cooking,' [the verb 'cooks'] which is hereby explained
must have the denotation [of the words which explain it].
Notes. The argument shows the interchangeability of the terms
'productive operation,' 'bringing into being' etc. Note that all these
terms are of wider extension than 'effmt.' Effmt can be predicted only
of sentient beings. Accordingly, all cases of effort are cases of activity
etc., but not vice versa. This is emphasized by Kau~~a Bhaga in what
follows.
Page 6, lines 9-10.
The word activity is used [in the verse] to suggest the fact that
such concepts as blowing, even when they are not efforts, have
their denotedness limited by (the abstractions of these concepts,
viz.) blowingness, etc.
Notes. The argument here raised is one that the grammarians usually
carried on against the Nyaya. It is here raised against the Mlma:rp.sa,
several of whose teachers held that productive operation is equivalent
to effort (yatna, lqti etc.); cf. Mat;t.~ada Misra, Bhavanaviveka- p.167
ff. and Somesvara on Tantravartika 2.1.1, pp. 576 ff. Others, like
Parthasiirathi Misra allowed bhavana to equal vyapiira; cf. Sastradipika
on Jaimini 2.1.1, p.l02 f.
For the explanation 'denotedness limited by .... ' see note on page 2
lines 21-24. In less technical words, if one calls blowing an effort
rather than activity, the area of denotation within which the force of 'to
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blow' must fall will be included in the area within which the word
applies. The advantage here is that effort is considered by the Nyaya to
be a quality, and accordingly effortness (yatnatva, k[titva) is a single
generic character which may reside by inherence in many substrata.
By using this as the limitor of the denotedness of all verbs (actually the
Nyaya would say 'of the denotedness to tin suffixes connected with all
verbs') one can give a unitary explanation of the meaning of verbs.
The disadvantage, however, is great. Such a verb as 'to blow' can now
be used in its full denotative sense only with subjects who are sentient
beings. Effmts, according to the Nyaya, is a quality which resides in a
soul. Apparently, then, a bellows cannot blow, at least not in the
primary sense of the word. The grammarians, therefore, take a
different view and choose a different limitor. They say that roots
denote an activity (as well as result). But since activity is neither
substance, quality, nor exactly motion, there can be no generic
character activityness to inhere in many substrata nor to limit the
denotedness to many verbal roots. Each verbal root, then, will have a
different limitor of the denotedness it describes: 'to blow' will have
blowingness, 'to cook' will have cookingness etc. As Kau~J<;ia Bhatta
proceeds to say, this may be complicated but it is no worse than the
theory it escapes from.
Page 6, lines 10-11.
And that is why when the verb 'pacati' is used every one
understands [an activity in one or another form] such as placing
fire beneath [the pot], blowing [on the fire], placing the pot on the
stove, effort etc.
Page 6, lines 11-14.
It should not be objected that it is complicated to assume such
properties as limitors of the denotedness, and that one should
accordingly take effortness as the limitor; [furthermore that] the
Naiyayika's method is quite proper according to which activityness
is taken by implication to be the chief qualifier of the verbal
knowledge in such (special) cases as 'a car goes', 'he knows' etc.
Because the limitor of the denotedness may be a complex
property just as well as the limitor of the implicatedness there is
no basis for differentiating the two cases.
Notes. The Naiyayika's object to setting up a separate limitor in the
case of each verb. They resort to the notion of activity, substratum etc.
instead of effort only when forced to do so; e.g. activity in explaining
sentences with non-sentient subjects 'a car goes,' 'a bellows blows',
substratum in explaining the verbs fiiii, i§, yat etc. In these cases the
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Naiyayikas still preserve their unitary explanation of verbal meaning.
The denotedness described by 'goes' is still limited by effortness. But
in such a sentence as 'a car goes' the hearer passes over the denoted
meaning as being impossible ( badhita) and understands by implication
(lak~a~aya) a secondary meaning. It is only as limitors of
implicatedness, not of denotedness that the Naiyayika will make use of
such multiple properties as blowingness, goingness etc. To this KauJ?.qa
Bhaga replies that we may as well admit complexity at the outset, in
setting up limitors of denotedness, as admit it later.
Page 6, lines 14-16.
It should not be argued that effort is the meaning (and is)
denoted by the tin suffixes from the fact that 'cooks' is explained
by 'makes a cooking' and effmt is the meaning of 'makes' in the
explanation. Because one cannot establish effort to be the meaning
of the verb 'make' since we have such uses as 'a chariot makes a
motion', a 'sprout is made by a seed etc.'
Page 6, lines 17-18.
Furthermore, if productive operation were not denoted (by a
root), then in the sentence 'ghato bhavati,' 'the pot comes into
being,' the accusative case ending would be (added to the word
ghata) as it is added in the sentence ghataf!l bhavayati, 'he brings
the pot into being.'
Notes. The argument here is against the Prabhakara view that the root
denotes result. KauJ?.qa Bhatta insists that that it must denote productive
operation (= activity, etc.) because the definition of object, by which
the use of the accusative case is l'egulated, requires such a denotation.
According to the grammarians the object of a verb (Kanna-Kiiraka)
may be defined as 'x such that x is the substratum of a result and x is
not the substratum of the activity which is denoted by the verbal root
and which gives rise to this result': phalajanakadhatvarthavyaparavyadhikar~a-phalasrayatva. This definition applies to the word ghata
in the sentence ghatam bhavayati, 'he brings the pot into being,' but
not in the sentence ghato bhavati: 'the pot comes into being.' In the
latter case, pot is the substratum of the forbidden activity as well as the
stipulated result. Now, if the Prabhakaras claim that verbal roots
denote only result, the definition of the object of a verb will be merely
'that which is the substratum of the result denoted by the verbal root':
dhatvarthaphalasrayatva. The word ghata in both the above sentences
fits this definition.
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Page 6, lines 18-21.
You cannot explain the failure to use the accusative case ending
by saying that the pot is here an agent and that the designation
agent prevails over the designation object. Because by your theory
it is impossible to define the subsuming (universal, viz) agenthood
and accordingly the pot cannot be called an agent. [If you define
agenthood as] the substratum of effort or of the efficient force
which stimulates the whole circle of kiirakas, then it will not be
applicable to the pot etc. [If you define agenthood] as the
substratum of activity favourable to the result denoted by the root
then it will be too extensive and will apply to all the kiirakas.
Notes. The Mimfup.sakas try to overcome their difficulty by declaring
that although the pot would be an object in the sentence ghato bhavati
still the designation agent prevails over the designation object and
hence ghata is not used in the accusative. The grammarians, however,
object to this by pointing out that the Mimfup.sakas cannot define the
term agent adequately. According to the grammarians 'agenthood' is
defined as dhiitvarthavyiipiiriisrayatva: 'that which is the substratum of
an activity denoted by a root.' In the sentence devattap kii~thaip
sthiilyiim odana:rp pacati: 'Devadatta cooks rice in the pot by means of
fuel,' the root denotes the activity primarily belonging to the agent,
and does not denote, although in another context it might do so, the
activities belonging to the kiirakas. For the term kiiraka, see note on
page 5 lines 17-23. The Mimfup.sakas cannot define the tenn agent in
this way because according to them an activity is not denoted by a root.
If they define agent as that which is the substratum of effoti then it
would be too narrow, since it would not be applicable to a non-sentient
entity like a pot. If they define agent as that which stimulates the
whole circle of kiirakas it will still be too natTOW because non-sentient
entities cannot stimulate the other kiirakas. If the Mima1p.sakas define
agent as that which is the substratum of an activity favourable to the
production of a result denoted by a root (dhiitvarthiinukiilavyiipiirasrayatva) then this would be too extensive, for it would be
applicable to all the kiirakas. All the karakas, such as rice, fuel, pot,
etc. possess activities which help in one way or another to bring out the
final result.
Page 6, lines 21-24.
And further, if productive operation (activity) is not denoted [by
a root] then the division of roots into transitive and intransitive
would be destroyed. The definition of a transitive root is either 'x
such that x denotes an activity which has a locus other than the
locus of the result denoted by x' or 'x such that x denotes a result
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which has a locus other than the locus of the activity denoted by
x'. But such definitions are impossible unless a root denotes
productive operation [=activity].
Page 6, lines 24-25.
It cannot be argued that being such [i.e. being a transitive root]
means being any one [of the roots belonging to the list of transitive
verbs] because one and the same root is seen to be both transitive
and intransitive according to difference of its meaning.
Notes. The Mimfup.sakas are willing to give up a semantic definition of
the terms transitive and intransitive. The mere list of transitive roots
may suffice to distinguish transitive from intransitive. The grammarians
say that a semantic definition cannot be avoided, because one and the
same root is seen to be both transitive and intransitive. The root vah
when it means 'to carry or fetch' is transitive; e.g. bhiirarp skandhena
vahati: 'he carries the load on his shoulder. 'But when the root vah
means 'to blow,' it is intransitive, e.g. miiruto mandarp vahati 'the
wind blows gently.' Now, if the root vah is listed in the group of
transitive roots then it could not be intransitive when it means 'to
blow.'
Page 6, lines 25-26; Page 7, lines 1-3.
It is with this in mind that [the author of the verse] says "krfi
[would be intransitive]" etc. The idea is this: If it is assumed that
an activity is not denoted by a root then it follows that a root
denotes a result only.
In the same way, if one understands the meaning effort in such
a sentence as 'he makes,' one must accept just that much [i.e.
effort alone] as the denoted meaning of the root. Thus, there will
be no difference in denotation between the effort which stands for
result [in the root krfi] and the root yat [which is always
intransitive], and thus it will be hard to deny that the root [kpi] is
intransitive. Thus, where the verse says "for the meaning effort
will not do," we are to understand "effort as standing for result."
[Similarly] the mention of Iqii is to be taken as standing for all
roots. The idea is that either all roots would be transitive or all
would be intransitive.
Notes. As regards the second half of the verse, the interpretation is
open to various objections, which the commentators furnish in great
detail. The most important is that the arguments against 'effort' as a
verbal meaning are most naturally to be taken as directed against the
Nyaya rather than against the Mimarp.sa. But the foregoing
interpretation canies no weight against the Nyaya, for the Nyaya does
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not limit verbal meaning to result. Kam;u'a Bhatta now furnishes a
second interpretation of the second half of the verse.
Page 7, lines 4-6.
Or [one may interpret the verse as follows]: Having proved in
the first half of the verse that activity is denoted meaning (of
verbal roots), the author goes on to prove the same of result. [In
so doing] he criticizes the theory held by the Naiyayikas that the
denoted meanings of the roots jiiii and krfi are action only in the
fmm of knowledge and effmt respectively.
Notes. Phaliirpsasya: Lit, of the pmtion [of the double denotation, action
and result, viz.] result. For the Nyaya theory here refeiTed to see notes
on page 5 line 9.
Page 7, lines 6-10.
The idea is this. If result is not part of the denoted meaning of
the root, then activity alone would be the denoted meaning.
Hereby its transitiveness would be destroyed, for this is definable
as 'being an x such that x denotes an activity which has a locus
other than the locus of the result denoted by x.' When the
Naiyayika says that the transitive usc of krfi is by the secondary
function of the word [i.e. by indication and not by denotation] he
says wrong because if the use were by the secondary function it
would be impossible to use the passive voice. [In the phrase 'a
village on the Ganges'] we may admit that the Ganges is used in a
secondary sense to mean the bank of the Ganges but this does not
mean one can bathe in [the 'Ganges' taken in this sense]. Thus,
according to this second interpretation of the verse], the phrase
"effort will not do" refers to effort alone [i.e. the meaning effort
as an action without any result].
Notes: - Sakannakatvavyavahiiro bhiikta.p. See Raghunatha, Akyhiitasaktiviida, page 212.
Page 7, lines 11-13.
[Introduction to Verse 6.] Accordingly, [the author of the verse]
says:
Verse 6. Rather, [the roots k[ii etc. denote] a bringing into being
and nothing less [than that i.e. not an activity alone nor a result
alone]. It is therefore that the operations yak etc. [prescribed by
the rule] kannavat (Pii~. 3.1.87) also [take place] in the reflexive
passive construction. Otherwise they would not take place, as they
do not in the case of the root drs.
Notes. "also" (ap1): as well as in the nmmal passive construction.
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Page 7, lines 14-20.
"A bringing into being": The sense is that the meaning of the
root 1qii is effort etc. combined with a result in the form of a
coming into being. [The author of the verse now] fumishes one
more reason to prove that result is a denoted meaning (of roots),
saying "it is therefore etc." He means "since effmt alone will not
do as a meaning of lqii, therefore etc." The words kam1avat syiit
(in the verse) refer to the rule karmvat karmapii tulyakriyap.
(3.1.87). The sense is as follows. Because the root krfi means a
bringing into being, it follows that the suffixes yak etc. can be
used in such sentences as kriyate gha!a.P. svayam eva: 'the pot
makes itself,' just as it can be in the sentence pacyate odanap.
svayam eva: 'the rice cooks by itself.' Otherwise, [if krfi meant
effort only and not an activity and a result] this would not be the
case, for effort does not reside in the object, [and the case would
be] like [that of the root] d[s. Just as one cannot say the pot sees
by itself since [neither the activity nor the result of] seeing occurs
in the pot, just so [in the case of 'the pot makes itself,' since]
effort [does not occur in the pot], such a usage would be
impossible.
Notes. For the reflexive passive construction see notes on page 5 lines
17-23. This construction is permitted only with kannasthabhiivaka
roots, that is, roots whose denoted results are visible in their objects. If
we deny to root 1qii the denotation of result it will be impossible to use
it in such a construction.
Page 7, lines 21-23.
[Introduction to Verse 7.] Now an objection may be raised. Just
as [a denotation of result is allowed to] krii, a denotation of result,
namely 'the breaking of the veil which encompasses the object'
must be allowed to jfia 'to know.' Otherwise, it would not be a
transitive root. And thus why can we not say 'the pot knows by
itself' [i.e. 'is known'] or 'the village goes by itself'? Having this
objection in mind [the author of the verse] says:
Page 7, lines 24-25.
Verse 7. We may say that the operations prescribed by the rule
[karmavat karmapii tulyakriyap, Piip. 3.1.87, take place] when the
object is producible or modifiable [by the action of agent] and not
when the object is simply attainable. This is the established
conclusion.
Notes. For the interpretation of Piip. 3.1.87, see notes on page 5, lines
17-23. The specification 'producible' is taken by the commentators to
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fit asatkiiryaviida and satkiiryaviida. For the latter, 'producible' is to be
understood as 'capable of being brought into manifestation.'
Page 7, lines 26-30.
An object which is chiefly sought [and therefore expressed by
the accusative case, PiiJ}.. 1.4.49; 2.3.2] is of three sorts:
producible, modifiable and attainable. In the case of the first two
operations presc1ibed by the rule 'karma vat karrnal}.ii tulyakriyap.
take place and not in the case of the last. It will be mentioned in
the chapter Subarthanii7Jaya that attainability of an object means
non-apprehensibility of a change brought about in the object by
the action of the agent. By looking at an object [a pot or village]
one cannot apprehend that "this pot has been seen by someone,"
"this village has been visited by someone." But in the case of a
producible object, as where some one makes a pot, and in the case
of a modifiable object, as where someone extracts soma juice, it is
possible to know this. Thus, such objects are not attainable. And
thus the pot etc. in respect to the action of seeing etc. are objects
which are attainable only. So there is no fault, such as was
suggested above, of unwarranted extension [of the operations
prescribed by the kanuavat rule PiiJ}.. 3.1.87].
Page 8, lines 1-2.
If verbal roots did not denote result [as well as action] then the roots
gam and tyaj would be synonymous, for they denote the very same
action. Even if it be explained that the [pmticular] result is [a meaning]
to be infened [from the pmticular circumstances] one must say that the
objection remains, for the very same action produces disjunction from
the preceding place and conjunction with the following place.
Notes. This is directed against those Naiyayikas who maintain that
verbal roots denote activity only. Cf. Raghunatha, Akhyiitasaktiviida
page 114.
According to the grammarians the distinction between gam (to go)
and tyaj (to leave) lies only in their denoted results, not in their
denoted activities. Gam means uttaradesasarpyogiinukiilaspandavyiipiirap.: 'an activity in the form of motion favourable to a
conjunction with a consequent point', whereas tyaj means
piirvadesavibhiigiinukiila-spandavyiipiirap.: 'an activity in the form of
motion favourable to a disjunction from a precedent point.' It will be
seen that the denoted activity is the same in both instances.
The Naiyayikas who denied to verbal roots the denotation of result
explained such cases as follows. While the root's denotation is activity
only, they said, its meaning in the broadest sense may envisage result.
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The result which is denoted by the accusative case ending conditions
the meaning of the root, so that one may say that the meaning of gam
when in juxtaposition with an accusative implies ( uplak~ayati) a result
different from the result implied under comparable circumstances by
tyaj.
Kau:J).<;ia Bhaga's objection to this argument is persusasive. The
sentences 'Devadatta goes' and 'Devadatta leaves' will be
synonymous. The meaning of these collocations can be distinguished
only when an accusative is added. Thus, an identical action would lead
to different results: in the one case to conjunction with a consequent
point, in the other to disjunction from a precedent point.
Page 8, lines 3-5.
Therefore it is necessary to assume that the transitive roots
denote result. In the case of intransitive roots the matter is beyond
dispute. Further [evidence, if. such were needed, is supplied by
the Dhiitupii!ha when we find] bhii (to be) listed in the sense of
existence. This also is why the Bhii$ya is justified in stating that
the root pac has two meanings.
Notes. "In the case of intransitive roots": Here the Naiyayika
explanation that a root may imply result, its meaning being conditioned
by an accusative, obviously will not work. Intransitive roots take no
accusative.
"By the Dhiitupiitha": The meanings assigned to roots by the
Dhiitupiitha are regularly the result-denotations rather than activitydenotations. This is because a root may denote many different activities
all of which lead to the same result; e.g. the root pac denotes the
activities of putting the pot on the fire, blowing the fire, putting rice in
the pot etc. It would be a practical impossibility to list all these
activities. The result-denotations are not so numerous and so are chosen
for listing. These lists, of course, could not have been made if verbal
roots did not denote result.
"In saying that pac has two meanings": On the rule kartur
ipsitatamarp karma (Piip.. 1.4.49) Patafijali raises the question whether
the usage ta!Jtjulan odanarp pacati or the usage. ta!Jtjuliiniim odanmp
pacati is correct. He decides that both usages are correct because the
root pac has two meanings. In so saying Pataiijali is not refening to the
activities denoted by pac, which are not two but many. Rather he
means that pac denotes two different sorts of result: One a
modification, the other a production. Thus the sentence ta!Jtjuliin
odanarp pacati according to Patafi.jali means: "By softening the ricegrains he produces cooked-rice" (ta.fitJuliin vikledayan odanarp
nirvartayatl). Here the rice-grains are the substrata of the result,
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softening, and one may say that rice-grains belong to the category of
modifiable objects (vikiirya-kanna). On the other hand, cooked rice is
the substratum of the result, production, and one may say that cookedrice belongs to the category of producible objects. Hence the usage
ta!Jduliin odanarp pacati is justified by the two result-denotations of
pac. Patafijali 's justification would be impossible if the Naiyayikas were
correct in denying to verbal roots the denotation of result.
Page 8, lines 6-10.
[Introduction to Verse 8. Mimarrsaka objection]. "Granted that
activity and result are denoted [by verbs], still, the meaning
productive operation(= activity) is denoted by the tin suffixes and
not by the roots. To say that activity, which is apprehended as
predominant is a meaning belonging to the root is to go against the
maxim which says that of the two meanings, that of the stem and
that of the suffix, the meaning of the suffix is (always)
predominant. Furthetmore it goes against the maxim which says
"that is comprehended when that is used."
Accordingly, the following verse is in answer (to the
arguments) of the conceited Mimamsaka who would define a
transitive root as 'x such that x denotes a result which has a locus
other than the locus of activity denoted by a tin suffix which is
attached to x,' and would define agent as the substratum of the
activity denoted by the tin suffixes.
Notes. For the maxim that the meaning of a suffix predominates over
the meaning of a stem see notes on page 9, lines 8-10. The
grammarians admit that the maxim holds in instances other than that of
verbal root and tin suffix.
For the maxim "that is comprehended when that is used" cf.
Mimiirpsiisiitra 4.1.15. The maxim is used here for a different purpose
than that which J aimini aims at in the Mimiimsiisiitra. There J aimini is
insisting that the syntactical meaning and ther~fore the Vedic injunction
is affected by suffixes which are directly connected only with a single
word. In pasum iilabheta: 'one should kill a beast' although the
singuladty is directly connected only with the beast, the whole sacrifice
(which is not directly connected with any expression of singularily)
will be in vain if one kills more than one beast. The purpose here is as
follows. From the word pacati, ending in a tin suffix the Mimarrsaka
understands a productive operation; from the word paktr (a cook),
lacking tin suffix he does not. Accordingly, by the maxim "that is
comprehended when that is used" he argues that productive operation
is denoted by tin suffixes.
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Page 8, lines 11-12.
Verse 8. Therefore the root kr explains the sense of the root [e.g.
pac] and not of the tin suffixes. The phrase pakvaviin (having
cooked) is explained as piikmp krtaviin (having done the cooking);
and the phrase kirp k[tam (what has been done) is answered by
pakvam (it has been cooked).
Notes. The natural meaning of the verse, which is simpler, is as
follows. Kau:J;I<;fa Bhaga's explanation, as will be seen later, is more
elaborate. Both the Mimffip.saka and the grammarian agree that pacati
may be explained by pii.kam karoti. The Mimffip.saka claims that in this
explanation the word piikam, denoting result, explains the meaning of
the root pac, while the word karoti, denoting activity, explains the
meaning of the tiri suffix (the -ti of pacat1). The grammarian opposes
this by showing that lqi1 is used in explanation of other forms that
contain no tin suffix. Thus pakvaviin (root plus k[t suffix) is explained
by piikmp k[taviin.
The grammarian's assignment of meaning to root and suffix is based
on the following analyses.
Fonns

Meanings

1) pacati (pac + tiri suffix)
2) pakvaviin (pac + k[t-suffix taviin)

result, activity, agent
result, activity, agent
3) pakvam (pac + Jqt-suffix vam)
result, activity, object
One morpheme and two meanings are constant in the three examples.
Hence this morpheme (a root) has these two meanings (result and
activity).
The Mimarp.saka employs the same analyses but differs in his
assignment of meanings. Some of the meanings he takes to be denoted
meanings (viicyiirtha) and some to be implied meanings (iik~iptiirtha).
Thus:
Fonns

Denoted Meaning

Implied Meaning

pacati
result, productive operation agent
pakvaviin result, agent
productive operation
pakvam
result, object
productive operation
He assigns only the meaning result to the morpheme pac. The tiri suffix
denotes productive operation (= activity) and implies agent. The krt
suffix taviin denotes agent and implies productive operation. The k[l
suffix va.m denotes object and implies productive operation.
Against the Mimarp.saka analysis it may be said that they violate the
principle that common meaning should correspond to common
morpheme. Or to translate into terms of western descriptive linguistics
one might say that the Mimffip.saka sets up a separate zero morpheme
in each of the words pacati, pakvaviin, and pakvam that are here
analyzed.
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Page 8, lines 13-15.
The word 'therefore' refers to the reason which is in the mind
of the author. And that is this. If the root denotes the result alone,
then we should have the notion 'the village has gone' (griimo
gamanaviin) [where the fact is that he goes to the village], for the
village is the substrarum of [the result of going, namely]
conjunction. Likewise, when the result [namely, the becoming
soft of the rice] has not yet occurred although the activity
[favourable to the becoming soft] is in progress, we could not say
'something is cooking' [piiko bhavati]; where on the other hand,
the activity [favourable to the becoming soft] has ceased and the
result is present, we would say 'there is something cooking' [piiko
vidyate].
Notes. A more literal translation of piiko bhavati and piiko vidyate
would be 'a cooking is coming into existence', and 'a cooking is found
to exist.'
Page 8, lines 15-18.
It will not do [for the M'imarpsakas] to object that the suffixes
ghaii etc. which are suffixes of activity [by PaiJini's rule 3.3.18],
may denote an activity favourable [to the result] and that there
would therefore be no impropriety [such as we claimed in the
examples griimo gamanaviin, piiko bhavati etc]. Because [one
cannot take PaiJini 3.3.18 to prescribe the meaning activity for
ghaii if one has taken 3.4.69 to prescribe activity for tin, as the
M'imarpsakas do]. The rule prescribing [ghaii] in the sense of
activity would be superfluous because this prescription would be
obtained from kartari krt (3.4.67) [where the M'imarpsakas must
take kartari in the sense of kartrtva = activity] just as they take tin
to be prescribed in the sense of activity [by the word kartari to be
supplied in 3.4.69]. Hence [P~ini 3.3.18 is in] contradiction ofthe
[Mimfurtsaka theory of meaning of tin suffixes].
Notes. The sutras referred to are: 3.3.18 bhiive: [The suffix ghaii] is
used in the sense of activity. 3.4.67 kartari lq"t: A lq"t suffix is used in
the sense of agent.
3.4.69 Lap kannal}i ca bhiive cii.kannakebhya.!J: Any J suffix (e.g. tin)
is used [in the sense of agent] and in the sense of object and after
intransitive roots in the sense of activity.
The peculiar tenet of the Mimfurtsakas forces them to take the word
kartari, which is to be supplied in 3 .4.69 from 3.4.67, in the sense of
kartrtve, which they say means bhiivanii (productive activity). The
grammarians insist that they must take it in the same sense in 3.4.67,
and that if they do, 3.3.18 becomes superfluous.
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Page 8, lines 18-21.
Now if it is admitted that also the meaning activity is denoted
by the root, then, since all activity can be obtained from the root
alone, it will be cumbrous to assume that the tin suffixes denote
action separately. The word karoti in the phrase pakal]l karoti, 'he
does a cooking,' which is used to explain the meaning of the verb
pacati, 'he cooks,' explains, i.e. reveals, the sense of the root
only. Accordingly, it cannot be used as evidence that the tin
suffixes denote productive operation.
Page 8, lines 21-22.
By the word 'not etc.' the author of the verse removes the
objection put forth by the Mimarpsakas and refutes their opinion.
[The word karoti] is not an explanation of the tin suffixes because
in that case there would be no relation [between the meaning
denoted by the root pac and the meaning denoted by the suffix
ktavatu] in the word pakvaviin, 'having cooked' etc.
Notes. For the simple explanation of the verse see note above. Kau.l).~a
Bhatta's explanation is more subtle. If the Mimarpsaka insists that in
pakam karoti, which glosses pacati, the word karoti glosses the -ti only
of pacati, then there will be no syntactic connection between the pak-,
which will denote result as object only, and -vavan, which will denote
agent only, in the participial form pakvavan. The reason, as he
proceeds to show, is that agent and object can be connected
syntactically only through action and the Mimarpsaka theory leaves no
place for the denotation of action in such a f01m as pakvavan.
Page 8, lines 22-25; Page 9, lines 1-2.
To explain more fully: - [We have the maxim that] base f01m
and suffix denote meaning jointly [i.e. so that the meaning of the
one is joined to the meaning of the other], and of their meanings
that of the suffix is syntactically predominant. In such cases we
may say that in order to have a verbal knowledge [semantic
paraphrase] in which the meaning denoted by a base [i.e. root]
stands as a qualifier the necessary cause is a presentment [of
meaning to the intellect] derived from a suffix which stands as
qualificand. Hereby the relation of cause and effect [between
presentment and verbal knowledge] is fully explained. Now in the
word pakvavan the meaning paka [denoted by the base form]
stands as object [karma-kiiraka] and the meaning denoted by the
suffix ktavatu stands as agent [kartr-karaka]. Between these two
no construction is possible either by the method used in the AruJ;tii
Chapter of the Mimarpsa or by the method that we shall describe
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later on. So, if there is no regular construction between the
meanings of base fmm and suffix, how can there be any relation
of cause and effect [between presentment and verbal knowledge]
to inform us of the syntactic predominance [of the suffix
meaning]?
Notes. "The meaning piika": In pakvaviin the root pac according to the
Mi:mfup.sa denotes piika, the result or object of the action of softening.
In the Arul).a Chapter the Mimarp.sa concludes that the arupayii is to
be connected with the acts of purchasing because all kiirakas can be
connected only with action. See Excursus 3 on Arul).a (pp. 20-22).
Similarly, Kaul).c;la Bhaga in the Subarthanimaya Section will explain
that the kiirakas by definition are connected only with action. One is
therefore left with no possibility of connecting the two parts of
pakvaviin. The Mimarp.sakas obviate this difficulty by saying that the
suffix ktavatu implies action. A construction can be formed through the
implied meaning.
"To infmm us of the syntactic predominance." This predominance is
necessary in order to justify the Mimarp.sa interpretation of tin as
denoting action.
Page 9, lines 2-8.
Objection: The kiirakas may be construed together by an
unspecific relation after the manner stated by Bhaga pada.
The [Vedic] word taken alone denotes the mere relation of rootmeaning and productive operation. It lacks the function of
conveying ·a particular aspect of that general relation.
Answer: We say this is wrong because of a lack of compatibility
[between the meanings of the pru.ts of the word]. Being compatible
means being possessed of a nature which permits of constmction.
It will be stated later on that actionhood * alone is the limitor of
the prope1ty of being construed with a kiiraka [i.e. for all x, if x is
construed with a kiiraka, x must be an action]. In order to make
clear [this incompatibility] the author of the verse shows by means
of his explanation Jq-taviin piikam [for pakvaviin] that the meaning
denoted by the root stands as object and the meaning denoted by
the suffix stands as agent.
Notes. By Bhaga pada is meant Kumarila. The verse is found in the
Tantraviirtika page 353. Kumarila holds that a verb form such as
yajeta, 'one must sacrifice,' if taken by itself expresses a general
relation between sacrifice and productive operation. One may conceive

* Some edition (e.g. Kashi and Sri Harilq"~JJ.a) read kriyiinvayitvam for kriyiitvam, giving a proper
sense.
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of this general relation as consisting of several parts or several
segments, each of which is a particular or specific aspect of the general
relation. What specific aspect is intended can be determined only by
context. It may be the aspect action/means or action/end (object). If
the sacrifice has already been enjoyed by another Vedic text the
meaning sacrifice (yiiga) will be construed as a means and the whole
meaning of the verb form will be productive operation qualified by
sacrifice as a means (yiigakara~ikii bhiivanii). If the sacrifice has not
previously been enjoined it will be construed as the end or object and
the meaning of the verb fmm will be productive operation qualified by
sacrifice as an object [yiigakam1ikii bhiivanii]. On the analogy of such
explanations the Mi:marp.sakas say that in the word pakvaviin we can
construe the meanings of root and suffix by a general or unspecific
relation. The grammarians object that mere juxtaposition between root
and suffix is not enough to relate them with each other even by
unspecific relation. To fmm a construction the essential condition is
yogyatii (compatibility). The components of a word or phrase are
compatible only if they are grammatically capable of conveying the
intended meaning of the speaker. The phrase jalarp. gha!arp. sincati: "he
sprinkles the pot water", lacks compatibility because the word jalam is
grammatically incapable of conveying the idea that water is the
instrument of sprinkling because jalam is used in the accusative instead
of the instrumental case. In the same way the constituent meanings
'object' and 'agent' denoted by the root and suffix respectively in the
word pakvaviin lack compatibility because the meanings object and
agent have an expectancy [iikiirik$ii] towards action and without action
cannot be construed with each other even by general relationship.
Page 9, lines 8-11.
In reality [the maxim] that the meaning of the suffix stands as
syntactically predominant does not mean that what is predominant
is always the meaning of the suffix nor that the meaning of the
suffix is always predominant. If it did, in such examples as ajii,
chiigi ('female goat'), asvii ('female horse') the meaning female
denoted by feminine suffix would be predominant and the sense
goat etc. [denoted by the base forms] would not be predominant.
Rather, this is a general maxim to which there are exceptions.
What one understands as qualificand depends on one's training.
Notes. The verbal knowledge or semantic explanation of the word ajii,
according to the grammarians, is stritviivacchinna-aja 'goat
characterized by femininity not 'a female characterized by goatness',
One can scarcely argue that they are wrong.
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Page 9, lines 11-12.
This is why the Naiyayikas understand as qualificand the word
which ends in the nominative case. [Again] in [analyzing] a
secondary meaning the rhetoricians say that the verbal
understanding is qualified by the limitor of the denotedness,
whereas the Naiyayikas say not.
Notes. In the phrase gangayarp gho$a~, 'a village on the Ganges,' the
primary meaning of the word ganga, viz. a particular river, is
obstructed, it being impossible for the village to be on (in) a river
without its inhabitants drowning. Accordingly, we understand the word
ganga in a secondary or implied sense to mean 'the bank of a
particular river'. Now, the Rhetoricians distinguish the two phrases
gangayam gho$a~ and gangata{e ghoij~ by saying that the former
expresses of the bank a greater degree of coolness and holiness than
the latter. In the latter expression the primary meaning bank is
characterized by bankhood, while in the former expression the
secondary meaning bank is characterized by streamhood [i.e.
gangatva]. In the first expression the meaning stream is sakyartha [the
denoted meaning] while the meaning bank is lak$yartha [the implied or
secondary meaning]. The property which limits sakyiirt~a is called the
limitor of denotedness [sakyatavacchedka] which is here gangatva:
streamhood. The property which limits laksyartha is called the limitor
of impliedness [lak$yatavacchedaka] which is here tatava: bankhood.
Accordingly, the Rhetoricians say that the verbal understanding
(bodha) of an implied [lak$yartha] meaning is qualified by the limitor of
the denotedness, not by the limitor of impliedness [lak$yatii]. In other
words in the expression gangayam gho$a~ the word ganga means
gangatvavacchinna~ tata~ i.e. bank characterized by streamhood i.e.
holiness and coolness, and not ta{atvavacchinna~ ta{a~: bank
characterized by bankhood.
The Naiyayikas disagree. They say that a secondary meaning is
characterized by the properties which inhere in the secondary meaning.
Thus, the expression gangayam gho$a~ means ta{atvavacchinn~ tat~
and not gangatvavacchinn~ ta{a~. In support of their opinion the
Naiyayikas quote the line of poetry kacat~ trasyati vadanam: 'her face
is frightened of her hair'. The primary sense is inappropriate. But from
the frequent poetic comparison of a woman's face to the moon we are
reminded of the moon's fear of Rahu, the demon who causes its
eclipse. The attribution of a secondary sense 'Rahu' to the word kaca
furnishes an appropriate poetic sense. The face of the maiden is
frightened as the beautiful moon is frightened before Rahu. The
connecting links between Riihu and the woman's hair are black colour
and the concealing of what is beautiful. Now, the Naiyayikas say that
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in its secondary sense as 'Riihu' the word kaca must be characterized
by Rahuness in order to preserve the poetic cha1m and not by kacatva :
hairness. The verbal understanding of the word is qualified by
lak~yatavacchedaka, not by sakyatavacchedaka.
Page 9, lines 12-14.
For the modern Naiyayikas who are trained in perverse as well as
normal speech, there is verbal understanding from [such
unconnected words as] "jar, objecthood, bringing, effort;" but
there is no understanding for those who are so trained. For [such]
others these words lack expectancy.
Notes. In the sentence ghatam anaya: "bring the pot", the words
ghatam and anaya are mutually expectant, because the expectancy
created by the one is fulfilled by the other. But in every day language
unconnected words like ghataP, kannatvam, anayanam, Jqtip etc. do
not fulfill any mutual expectancy. Now the accumulated meanings of
the sentence ghatam anaya as represented by each part of each word
are practically the same as those fumished by the unconnected words
ghataP, kannatvam, anayanam, Jqti.p, but the former expression gives
a coherent idea, because its words are organized according to everyday
rules.
But words are after all nothing but symbols adopted for
communication and if someone invents new symbols for old or new
arrangements of symbols for the old arrangements, he can still
communicate with others provided that he first teaches them. In fact in
India the modern Naiyayikas and the grammarians while discussing
philosophical problems communicate with each other in a peculiar
language which the layman cannot understand. If we examine the
language of the modern school of Naiyayikas we readily see how that
language differs from ordinary speech. Verbs are not used, compounds
are substituted for clauses, etc. Thus KauJ;J.g.a Bhatta says, perhaps
facetiously, that from isolated words like ghataP, karmatvam,
anayanam, lqtip, though the layman cannot derive any sense the
modern Naiyayikas can.
Page 9, lines 14-17.
Hence the venerable PaJ;J.ini says "the predominance of the
meaning of the suffix [need not be taught] because the meaning is
established by other criteria".
The meaning of this [statement] is as follows. The rule that the
meaning of the suffix is predominant should not be prescribed,
the word 'not' being supplied from a previous siitra, because the
meaning, that is, the proper comprehension [of the suffix as
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predominant, as subordinate] depends on the convention to which
one is trained.
Notes. This rule is not explained by Pataiijali and seems to be a later
addition [cf. Boethlingk's Pii:t;J.ini 1.2.53]. In the explanation of this rule
the kiisika and Bhagoji differ. Kau!f~a Bhaga follows Bhagoji 's
explanation.
Page 9, lines 17-18.
This being the case, if one seeks a criterion [for the meaning of
roots] let the statement [of the Nirukta] be taken, which says "the
root denotes chiefly action [in process]." This is how the wise
should interpret the question.
Notes. Kau!f~a Bhaga is cettainly wrong in quoting Yaska that the root
is denotative of action, because YaskaNirukta 1.1 does not mean 'root'
by the word iikhyata here. Here Yaska distinguishes verb from noun by
saying that nouns chiefly denote action in the from of substance while
verbs denote chiefly action in process. Yaska does not mean that
activity is a peculiar denotation of roots nor does he mean that action
stands as predominant with respect to other meanings.
Page 9, lines 18-20.
The author now shows that [the Mimarpsa] maxim "that is
understood when that is used" is too wide, as is also their
explanation [of the suffix-meaning by kp.i], "what has been done?
Cooking has been done": The sense here is that the explanation [of
the verbal form] by Iq-ii and the notion [of activity] are found also
in pakvam as well as in pacat1]. Accordingly [just as they assigned
the meaning activity to the suffix -ti in pacati, the Mimarpsa must
hold that] activity is denoted here also [by the suffix -vam of
pakvam].
Notes. Since the conclusion is not accepted by the Mima:rpsa, which
claims that a Jq-t suffix, such as the - vam of pakvam, implies but does
not denote activity, the premise of the Mima:rpsa must be too wide.
Page 9, lines 20-22.
By the word 'also' the author of the verse answers [a fanciful]
objection that activity might be the denotation of Iq-t suffixes as
well as of tin suffixes. His meaning is that since activity is
common to both cases [pacati and pakvam], the root which is the
common element in both must be denotative of that sense.
Furthermore, according to your method [viz., the method of the
fanciful objector who takes Iq-t suffixes to denote activity], activity
would stand predominant because it is denoted by the suffix.
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Notes. In pakvam every one admits that predominant sense is object.
Page 9, lines 23-25.
[Introduction to verse 9.] [The author of the verse] gives another
proof for activity's being denoted by the root.
Verse 9. [Activity is denoted by the root] because it is seen in
words ending in krt suffixes also, for [the question] kirp kiiryam
('what is to be done?') is answered by pacaniyam ('the cooking
should be done') etc. Fmthetmore there can be no such thing as a
root without denotation of activity.
Notes. If the Mimfup.sakas claim that the root k[ii explains the sense of
action denoted by the tin suffixes because kirp karoti ('what does he
do') is answered by pacati ('he cooks'- piikarp karot1) then they will
have to accept also that the very same root krfi explains the sense of
nouns derived from the krt suffixes. For instance, kirp kiiryam ('what.
is to be done?') is answered by pacaniyam ('cooking should be done').
The argument is simply a repetition of that used in the previous verse,
only the example being different.
Kau~9.a Bhaga, however, explains the first half of this verse
differently in order to avoid the repetition of the argument. He says
that if the meaning action is not denoted by the words ending in the Jq-t
suffixes, the suffixes -!Jyat and aniyar could not be appended to the
roots lq1i and pac in the words kiirya and pacaniya. The reason for this
impossibility will appear from his explanation.
Page 9, lines 26-27; Page 10, lines 1-2.
In the word kiirya the suffix pyat [is appended to the root krifl
in the sense of object [i.e. in the passive sense] as prescribed by
the rule rhalor -!Jyat. In the word pacaniya the suffix aniyar [is
appended to the root pac]. The word 'etc.' [in the verse includes
such further examples as] jyoti~{omayiijin [who has sacrificed
with a Jyoti~toma saclifice] etc., where the suffix pini [is appended
to the root yaJ] in the sense of agent, the word preceding yaj in
the compound being used in an instrumental sense. These
suffixes, since they cannot be used if [the meanings denoted by
them i.e. object or agent etc. are] not connected with action, show
us that activity must be denoted [by the root]. It is impossible to
call something a kiiraka, if it is not related to the notion of action.
It is accordingly impossible to use a suffix denoting a kiiraka [in
the absence of a connection with the notion of action].
Notes. rhalor pyat: [Pap. 3.1.124]. "The suffix pyat [is appended] to a
root which ends in! or a consonant [to denote an object of the action]".
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tavyattavyiiniyara~ [Pii~. 3.1.96]: "The suffixes tavyat, tavya and
aniyar [are appended to a root to furnish the sense of object].
Karm;e yajap. [Pii~. 3.2.85]: [The suffix ~ini in the sense of agent] is
added to the root yaj [if that root denotes the sense of past time, when
the root is preceded by a word used] in the instrumental sense.
[jyoti~!omena i~!aviin = jyoti~!omayiiji, where yiiji = yaj + ~im].

Page 10, lines 2-7.
The method of the followers of Kumfu:ila is wrong whereby one
understands an action by implication and then construes the
kiiraka with this .[implied action]; because the same [construction
with an implied action could be argued] in the case of verbs
ending in tin suffixes also, and thus [these followers of Kumarila]
could not establish that tin suffixes actually denote activity. If you
say that the denotation of agent [by the k[t suffixes] is necessary
in order to establish the connection [of the agent] with number and
gender, and then by that [denotation of the agent] the sense of
action can be understood by implication; we say this is wrong,
because the denotation of the agent by tin suffixes would be
equally necessary in order to establish the connection [of the
agent] with number. Furthermore, in words like pakvaviin, the
denotation of action is just as necessary in order to establish the
connection [of the action] with the notion of time and kiiraka.
Notes. If one understands the meaning action by implication rather
than by denotation in pacaniyam etc. One might do the same in pacati.
So there would be no necessity to take tin to denote activity as the
Mimarp.saka answers that in pancaniyam the denotation of agent is
necessary; otherwise one could not construe number and gender; and
that it is only through this designated agent that activity can be
implied. But practically the same rationale will hold of pacati, where
agent must be denoted to furnish a construction for number. Finally,
action is necessary not only in order to form a construction for agent (a
kiiraka) but to form a construction for time, even the case of the words
ending in k[t suffixes.
The semantic laws on which the above argument is based are
1) The meaning number can be construed only with the meaning
kiiraka,
2) The meaning kiiraka can be construed only with the meaning
activity,
3) The meaning time can be construed only with the meaning activity.
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Page 10, lines 7-9.
The word 'also' [in the verse] adds other examples. For instance
the compounds nakhabhinna_p [which is analyzed as] 'broken by
the finger-nail' and haritrata-fl [which is analyzed as] 'protected by
Hari ', formed by the rule kartrkarap.e Jq-ta bahulam [2.1.32],
would not be possible owing to the absence of coordination
between the constituents of the compound], just as [it is not
possible to form a compound rajabharya from the uncoordinate
phrases] puru$0 rajiia-fl and bharya Devadattasya.
Notes. KauJ;t9.a Bhaga takes the word api not to modify the preceding
word [viz., "in Jq-t suffixes also"] but to imply a new clause which is
unexpressed, viz. "also, there are other reasons."
kartrkarap.e Jq-ta bahulam: "A word which is used to denote agent or
instrument may be combined variously with a word ending in a Jq-t
suffix."
Now, it is an axiom that none of PaJ;tini's rule for compound
formation can be applied to words unless they are co-ordinate
(samartha). The axiom is furnished by Pap.. 2.1.1 samartha_p
padavidhi_p. In regard to compounds co-ordination (samarthya) is said
to mean ekarthibhava: 'a nature such that they may express a single
idea.' [Co-ordination has a different meaning in regard to the syntax of
sentences, which need not concern us here.]
The question arises as to how two different words may possess a
nature such that they may express a single idea. The answer may be
seen from the examples nakhabhinna and haritrata. In nakhabhinna,
'broken by the finger-nail,' a word ending in the suffix kta and
denoting an object recipient of action and a word denoting an
instrument come to be coordinate and capable of expressing a single
object by the action which binds them, viz. breaking. Without this
action they would be uncoordinate. Similarly, in haritrata_p, hari is
coordinate with trata by the action of protecting which here links agent
and object. Where there is no link of action, as between the raja of
puru~o rajiia_p and the bhiirya of bhiirya devadattasya, no compound
can be fmmed by Pap.. 2.1.32.
The concatenating function of action is clearly revealed by the
syntactic analysis of such a compound as nakhabhinna-fl: nakhakarap.aka-vyapiira-janya-vidarap.asrya_p: 'substratum of the separation
brought about by an activity of which the finger-nail was the
instrument.'
Thus, in many compounds, viz. those formed by Pap.. 2.1.32 activity
must be denoted by the root.
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Page 10, lines 9-14.
It should no be urged that coordination can be maintained by
supplying a word denoting the sense action, as in the compound
dadhyodanap.: 'rice seasoned with curd' and gug.adhiiniip. 'grain
mixed with molasses', that otherwise in these cases too no
compound could be formed by the rules annena vyaiijanam
(2.1.34) and bhak~yeJ?a misrikaraJ?am (2.1.37). For although we
admit [coordination by supplying a word in these cases since
[otherwise] the rules [2.1.34 and 2.1.37] would be useless and
accordingly there is no alternative, still in such a compound as
haritriita-P where the rule kartrkarane krtii bahulam (2.1.1) can be
applied by maintaining a direct coordination with the sense, [viz.
activity] of a root, it would be wrong to apply the rule through an
indirect connection.
Notes. Annena vyaiijanam (2.1.34): "[A word in the instrumental
sense, denoting] a condiment [is compounded] with [a following word
denoting] food." E.g. dadh yodanap.: 'rice [seasoned with] curd.'
Bhak~ye.{la misrikara.{lam (2.1.35): "[A word in the instrumental
sense, denoting] that which is mixed in, [is compounded] with [a
following word denoting] an edible." E.g. gug.adhiiniip. 'grain [mixed
with] molasses.'
These rules are given by Piil)ini as exceptions to 2.1.32 kartrkara.{le
krtii bahulam [see above], to cover special cases. Naturally the
grammarian has to supply a verb to connect the two parts of the
compounds fmmed under these rules. Thus, dadhyodanap. = dadhnii
upasikta odanap.. Without supplying a verb the parts of the compound
would be uncoordinate and the two rules would be useless. But when
the Mimfup.saka suggests that we take such compounds as an analogy
and similarly supply a word denoting action to link the parts of
compounds like haritriitap. and harilqtap. the grammarian says no.
There is no need to supply a word when the word (or rather the verbal
root) is already there. It is wrong to regard compounds like haritriitap.
as exceptions when they fall under the general rule.
Page 10, lines 14-17.
It should not be objected that coordination means nothing more
than being connected with one and the same action [rather than
being connected through action with each other]. Because then the
compound asiiryaip.pasyii.p. ['those who never see the sun, viz. the
king's harem.'] would not be an uncoordinated compound. If this
is what you wish, then you will be faced with the difficulty that a
compound such as Jqtasarvamrttikap. could be formed out of the
words Jqtap. sarvo mrttikayii [wholly made of earth]. If you argue
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that there is no rule to prescribe such a compound, we may
contradict you by [pointing to] the existence of the rule saha supa
[2.1.4] otherwise [viz. if this rule is not accepted as a general rule],
no uncoordinated compound could be formed for want of a
prescribing rule.
Notes. The Mimrup.saka furnishes a new definition of co-ordination. The
example which is usually given to justify the definition is the dvandva
compound. In the sentence Cailramaitrau gacchata]J.: "Caitra and
Maitra go," Caitra and Mitra, it is said, are not directly connected with
each other, but are both connected with the same action of going,
which is expressed outside the compound. If one can bring in from the
outside the sense of action in these cases to connect the members of a
compound, why not bring in the sense of action by supplying it from
outside in a compound like haritrata}J.?
KauJ?.~a Bhaga does not here explain the case of dvandvas, but the
grammarian's explanation is that the parts of a dvandva are co-ordinate
by conjunction and not by action. What KauJ?.~a Bhatta does is to point
out the impossibilities to which the new definition of the Mimaq:Isaka
would lead. Asiiryaip.pasya]J. which is traditionally regarded as an
irregular compound, would become regular, for the two members, naii
(the negative prefix) and siirya ('sun') are both connected with the
same action of seeing. One could form such a compound as
krtasarvamrttika]J., for both sarva and mrttika are connected with the
action of making.
Of course, to form a compound it is necessary not only that the pru.ts
be co-ordinate but that there be a rule to prescribe the f01mation.
However, if the Mimaq1saka objects that there is no rule to prescribe
krtasarvamrttika}J., one may furnish the favorite catchall saha supa
(2.1.4). This means "[A noun ending in a sup suffix may be
compounded] with a noun ending in a sup suffix." This is the rule
which governs all irregular compounds.
In other words, what prevents the formation of lqtasarvam[ltika]J. is
not lack of prescriptive rule, but lack of co-ordination among the
components.
Page 10, lines 17-24.
Furthermore, if productive operation were taken as the
denotation of the tin suffixes then we would have the usage
ghatam bhavati ('the pot [accusative] comes into being') just as
we have the usage ghatam bhavayati ('he brings the pot into
being'), since [in both cases] the pot [by the Mimrup.sa definition]
must be the object, as being the substratum of the result denoted
by the root. You cannot explain the failure to use the accusative
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case ending [in ghato bhavati] by saying that the pot is here an
agent as being the substratum of the activity denoted by the tin
suffix and the office of object is ruled out by the office of agent,
because if you define agentfood as 'being the substratum of the
activity denoted by a tin suffix,' then, in the sentence pacayati
devadatto vi.gwmitre~a ('Devadatta makes Vi~J).umitra cook') the
instrumental case ending would not be appended to the word
vi~pumitra, since Vi~J).umitra will not be the agent. Again, in the
sentence gramarp gamayati devadatto vi~~umitram (Devadatta
makes Vi~J).umitra go to the village') gramam (village) would not
be the object of the action of going, since Vi~J).Umitra would not
be the agent. Similarly the usage gramaya gamayati devadatto
vi~~umitram ('Devadatta makes Vi~J).Umitra go to the village')
would not be correct because the rule gatyarthakarmapi
dvitiyacaturthyau ce~tiiyam anadhvani (Pa~. 2.3 .12) prescribes
the dative for the object of the verb.
Notes. Cf. notes on page 6, lines 17-21 for the explanation of the first
four lines.
The grammarians raise the difficulty against the Mimarp.sakas that
they cannot define agentfood in such a way as to be applicable to all
agents. If the Mimarp.sakas define the term agent as akhyatarthavyaparasraya: 'the substratum of an activity denoted by a tin
suffix,' their definition will fail to apply to the instigated agent
(prayojyakar{r) in a causative sentence. The Mimarp.sakas will have to
admit that in causative sentences the tin suffixes denote the activity
belonging to the instigator agent (prayojakakartr) and not to the
instigated agent because the number denoted by the tin suffix in the
causative agrees with the instigator agent, and the Mimarp.sakas admit
that the meanings number and productive operation denoted by the tin
suffixes are construed with one and the same meaning, viz. agent.
Thus, if the number in the causative agrees with instigator agent, then
the activity denoted by the tin suffix must be construed with the
instigator agent. Now, if the tin suffixes denote the activity belonging
to the instigator agent then the definition akhyatiirthavyaparasraya will
fail to apply to the instigated agent. Thus, in the causative sentence,
the instigated Vi~J).Umitra cannot be considered as agent and
consequently the word vi~~umitra cannot be used in the instrumental
case, since this is prescribed only for the meanings agent and
instrument by the rule kartrkara~ayos t[liya [2.3.18].
With the grammarians the above difficulty does not arise, for they
define agentfood as dhatvarthavyaparasraya ('being the substratum of
an activity denoted by the verbal root'). The grammarians say that the
causative root denotes two activities, that of which the instigator is the
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agent and that of which the instigated is the agent. The causative
sentence pacayati devadatto vi~~wmitreiJ.a is analyzed as viklittyanukiilavyaparanukiilavyapara!J: 'an activity favourable to the activity
which is in turn favourable to the [result, viz.] the becoming soft of
food.' Here the causative root paci denotes both activities. The instigator
agent Devadatta is the substratum of the second activity as expressed
in the Sanskrit analysis and the instigated Vi~l)umitra is the substratum
of the first. The Mi:matp.sakas cannot define agenthood in this way, for
they do not admit activity to be denoted by the verbal root.
The grammarians put forth another difficulty: that in the sentence
gramiiya gamayati devadatto vi~IJ.umitram ('Devadatta makes
Vi~J)umitra go to the village ')according to the M1mfup.saka theory the
village cannot be an object, because object (karmakaraka) is defined
by Pal)ini as that which is most desired to be obtained by the agent
through his action (kartur Ipsitatamarp kmma, 1.4.49). Thus, the office
of object is dependent upon the office of agent. As shown above, the
person instigated, viz. Vi~J)umitra, according to the M1marp.saka cannot
be the object. Granted that Devadatta is an agent, still the village
cannot be called an object by the reference to the agenthood of
Devadatta, for the village is the substratum of a result produced by an
activity residing in Vi~IJ.umitra.
A similar objection to the Mi:marp.saka's theory arises from
consideration of the sentence gramiiya gamayati devadatto vi~IJ.U
mitram, where the meaning is the same as before: "Devadatta makes
Vi~J)umitra go to the village." Here the dative form griimaya would be
impossible by the Mlmarp.saka theory. The rule gatyarthakarmap.i
dvitiyiicaturthyau ce~!iiyiim anadhvani (2.3.12) states that the object of
a root denoting the sense of going may be put in either the dative or
the accusative when the action of going is physical and the object is not
a road. This rule allows the dative to be used for the object of the
action of going. But griima (village) in the test sentence cannot be
placed in the dative by the M1marp.sakas since, for the reasons stated
above, it cannot be called an object.
Page 10, lines 24-25.
By this the theory is ruled out that in the causative verb both
[actions, viz. the action residing in the instigator and that residing
in the instigated] are denoted by the tin suffix and that therefore
both Devadatta and Yajfiadatta are agents, being substrata of
[activities denoted by] this [tiri suffix].
Notes. It is not clear what is meant by elena ('by this'). One suspects
that a sentence has fallen out, for neither the preceding nor the
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following argument can be understood, without forcing, to rule out the
suggested theory.
The simplest argument to rule out the theory would be one based on
the argument of number. In the sentence devadattap putriin griimarp.
gamayati: "Devadatta causes his sons to go to the village," it would
seem impossible to have the sons, who are plural, substrata of activity
denoted by a singular suffix.
The commentators suggest other arguments. The Darpa!J.a, using the
sentence devadatto vi~!J.umitrarp. griimarp gamayati argues that if the
tin suffix denotes the activity of Vi~1_1umitra as well as of Devadatta
vi~!J.umitra would be used in the nominative as devadatta is. Harirama
Kale in his Kiisika seeks to justify the use of etena by offering an
argument which can be attached to the preceding sentence. In
griimiiya gamayati devadatto vi~JJumitram, under the suggested theory,
griima could not be used in the dative. The reason is that Vi~1_1umitra is
now the substratum of an activity denoted by a tin suffix which is
appended to a causal stem gamaya whereas the dative is prescribed by
Pa1,1ini 2.3.12 for the object most desired by the agent of the (noncausative) action of going. In other words the dative suffix can be
appended only to a gacchatikam1a not to a gamayatikam1a.
Page 10, lines 25-27.
Fmthe1more, to his definition "[action] denoted by a tin suffix"
the Mimarpsaka must add "which [action] is [denoted] in that
[particular sentence]." Accordingly, in such sentence as
devadattap paktii ('Devadatta [is] one who cooks'), since there is
no tin suffix, Devadatta could not be an agent.
Notes. The necessity for the Mimarp.saka addition arises as follows. In
the sentence devadatto ghatarp karoti ('Devadatta makes a pot'), if
agent is defined as iikhyatarthavyaparasraya (see above), the pot will
become an agent, for the pot is a substratum of activity denoted by a
tin suffix in other sentences, e.g. ghato vidyate ('a pot exists'). The
addition tasmin prayoge: "which action is denoted in that particular
sentence" removes this difficulty but leads to another. In devadattap
pakta there would be no agent, for a tin suffix is not used in that
particular sentence. If the Mimarpsaka supplies the verb asti in order
to make Devadatta an agent, this will make Devadatta an agent of the
action of being, not an agent of the action of cooking.
Page 10, lines 27-30; Page 11, linesl-3.
By the words 'furthermore' etc. [the author of the verse] denies
that the above discussed theory [that the root denotes activity] is a
fancy invented by himself, by showing as its proof of validity that
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a rule [of Pal)ini's] would be impossible [without it]. The rule
bhiiviidayo dhiitavap: [1.3.1] defines the tetm [and establishes the
office of] verbal roots. In the rule the portion bhiivii is a
copulative compound to be analyzed as bhii (to become) and vii
(to blow). [The part] iidi [in the compound bhiiviidayap] is an
ekasesa [a word fmmed from two similar words of which one is
retained and the other dropped] formed from the two words, iidi
denoting the sense 'terminus' and iidi denoting the sense 'type'.
From these [parts is fmmed] a bahuvri:hi compound meaning
'those [verbal entities] of which bhii is the terminus and vii is the
type. Thus, the rule means: "everything beginning with bhii etc.
and similar to vii are verbal roots." And that [viz. similatity] is [to
be understood as] in respect to the property of denoting action.
Accordingly, the full meaning is: "that which is denotative of
action and is included in the traditional list (Dhiitupiitha) that
begins with blii, is verbal root." [The rule is so phrased, for if only
[one condition, namely,] being denotative of action were
mentioned, the definition [of roots] would be so wide as to apply to
[the indeclinables] hiruk, niinii etc. which are denotative of the
action exclusion (varjana). That is why [another condition is
mentioned, namely,] inclusion in the traditional list beginning with
bhii.
Notes. Doubtless the original meaning of PaJ)ini's sutra was much
simpler, namely, "bhii etc. [viz. the morphemes listed in the
Dhiitupatha] are roots." But Katyayana felt this to be insufficient and
tried to supply its deficiencies. Then Pataiijali undertook to defend
PaJ;lini by a reinterpretation of the rule. This reinterpretation, which is
very skillful, is that given by Kaul)<}a Bhaga above.
(to be continued)
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